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TELLING FORTUNES BY

TEA-LEAVES

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE DIVINATION BY

TEA-LEAVES

AT no time in the history Of the world

has there been such earnest searching for

l ight and knowledge in al l matters relating
to Psychic Phenomena as in the present

day . The desire to investigate some new

di sclosure has resulted in yet other discoveries.

Su ch wi l l be hand ed on in their v ariou s forms

to be studied and used by those Who seek to

learn .

Few subjects need more patience than
those deal ing with Psychology. Even those
who put their knowledge to a practical
use in such studies as div ination by tea

leaves, must stil l plod patiently along a
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path thickly strewn with new knowledge.

The powers Of clairvoyance, for instance,
cannot be forced or hurried ; such arbitrary
laws as time have no meaning for the sub

conscious self, therefore the need for hurry
does not exist .
I was once told by a very mediumi stic

woman that she had sat in the same room
at the same time for an hour every day
for seven years, because she wished to

develop Clairvoyance . Here was patience
indeed" In some man ifestations Of the clair
voyant powers Wi thin us, it is spontaneous,
the closing of the eyes to shut out all material
surroundings being al l that is necessary to

bring a vision Of what is happening, or

shortly to happen , possibly hundreds Of

miles away.

In al l dreams the clairvoyant powers are

spontaneous ; but for the development Of

clairvoyance at will , great perseverance
is necessary . Its interests and powers are

unl imited , SO that it is well worth the patience
and time spent upon it .
In the use Of tea-leaves as a means Of

div ination , the more developed the
“clear

sight , the more interesting and accurate
will be the interpretation. Practice is most
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necessary, especially for those who have

less natural clairvoyance than others.

The desire for knowledge on al l Psychic

matters has led to an increased demand
for various methods Of bringing into symbols
and pictures that hidden knowledge Of the

present and the future . That this knowl

edge can be translated to us symbol ically
is apparent to everyone—who could doubt
it , and stil l bel ieve in anything at al l ?

Tea-leaves are habitually used by many

people as a means Of divination . TO some
it is an easier method than the cards, there
is less to memorise, or the crystal .

There is in Paris a famous clairvoyant
who always uses tea-leaves as the medium
for her powers Of divination . Some are

incl ined to jeer at the fortune in the tea

cup , but if the language Of symbol ism is

rightly understood , the medium through
which it is seen matters little .

Tea-leaves have the advantage Of being
simple , inexpensive, and within the reach
Of everyone. It cannot be claimed that
the cul t is Of the greatest antiqui ty ; for
al though it seems to have been used in

China from very early times, tea was not

brought into Europe until about the middle
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the tea-leaves merely as a form Of amuse

ment , and who entertain their fri ends in

that way . Well , it is a harmless amusement ,
and is Often useful at a very dul l tea party"
But for those who take it seriously, and

regard it as one Of themany means Of divina
tion , it wil l be treated with the respect due

to such matters.

As in other forms of divination , so with
the reading Of the tea-cup , a great deal
depends on the seer . Those who are natural ly
clairvoyant wil l read many events and scenes
in the cup which woul d be passed over
by Others not SO gifted. Even without thi s

clear sight , however, the tea-leaves may
be read by anyone who has learned the

principles and the symbol ic meanings gi ven

in this book. With a certain amount Of

intui tion and imagination , the tea-cups may
be most successful ly used to reveal the

future.



CHAPTER II

PRACTICE AND METHOD

A WIDE , shallow cup is the best kind to

use for tea-leaf divination—white if possible .

A narrow cup adds to the seer
’
s di fficulties,

as the tea-leaves cannot be plainl y seen .

Small cups, too, are Objectionable for the

same reason , and a fluted cup is even worse .

A plain , even surface is required, with no

pattern Of any kind , as this has a tendency
to confuse the symbols. Indian tea and

the cheaper mixtures, which contain SO

much dust and twigs are Of no use for

reading a fortune , as they cannot form into
pictures and symbols that can easily be

distingui shed .

Those who desire to have their tea-leaves
interpreted should leave about a teaspoonful
Of tea at the bottom Of the cup . It Should

then be taken in the left hand, and turned
three times from left with a qui ck swing .

Then very gently , slowly , and with care,
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turn it upside down over the saucer, leaving
it there for a minute, SO that all the moisture
may drain away .

Some divinators Of the tea-leaves insist
on a concentration Of the mind during this
turning Of the cup , as do many cartcmantes
whilst the cards are being shamed ; others
prefer the mind to be as far as possible
free from any defini te thought or desire,
Simply al lowing it to dwell on such abstract
subjects as flowers or the weather. Per

sonally ,
I advocate this for both systems

Of divination ; it enables the subconscious
mind to assert itself unhindered , whilst the
normal mind is in abeyance.

The turning Of the cup before inverting
it over the saucer is equivalent to the shuffling
Of the cards. It is as a direct resul t Of those
few seconds turning that the pictures and

signs are created , the subconscious mind
directing the hand holding the cup . The

following Simple ritual is all that is necessary
to those consul ting the tea-leaves.

The cup to be read is held by the seer

and turned about as necessary, SO that
the symbols may be read without disturbing
them. This is important , but no disturbance

wi ll take place if the moisture has been
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properly drained away . The handl e Of the

cup represents the consul tant , also the home,
or , if the consul tant be away from home

the present abode.

It is necessary to have a starting point
in the cup for the purpose Of indicating
events approaching near to , or far distant
from, the person consul ting . The leaves
near the rim denote such things as may
be expected to occur quickly ; those directly
beneath the handle indicate present and

immediate happenings ; those on the Sides
Of the cup suggest more distant events ;
whil st those at the bottom deal with the

far distant future .

This method Of fixing the time , coupled
wi th intui tion , renders it possible to give
a consul tant some idea as to when an event
may be expected ; but if there be no intuitive
sense Of time , it will be found Wiser not

to be tOO positive .

The turning Of the cup and the draining
Of the moisture having been carried out

as di rected , the tea-leaves will be found
distributed at the sides and bottom Of the cup .

For those who Wish to use the saucer as

a further means Of divination , the following
suggestionswil l be useful .
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Theremust be a definite point to represent
the consul tant , and for this reason the

saucer is usually rejected . There is al so
the Objection that it is more di fficul t to
man ipul ate in the turning. Nevertheless,
it is found to give excellent resul ts, and ,

if the cup is bare Of events, it is useful to

be able to find information in the saucer.

First Of al l , then , to determine the position
of the consul tant . Take the centre of the

saucer for this purpose . The circle round
it represents the home , or if the consul tant
is away from home , the present abode ,

and al so events near at hand . The more
distant circle indi cates those things which
are not to be expected for some time . The

outer circle and rim suggest events as yet

in the misty future.

When the saucer is used as an additional
means Of seeking knowledge Of coming events,
after the symbols in the cup have been

exhausted , it wil l Often be found that this
secondary divination confirms or enl arges

upon that which has al ready been foretold
in the cup .

The moisture and leaves drained from
the cup , having remained in the saucer,
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times with the same swirling motion as

for the cup, and the moisture careful ly
poured away. The saucer should be held
inverted for a few seconds, otherwise when
it is placed upright , the remaining moisture
will disturb the tea-leaves. The symbols
are read in exactly the same way as in

the cup , the only di fference being the posi
tions representing the consul tant, the home,
and the indi cations Of time. These have
al ready been explained.
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wil l squares, triangles, circles, and also the
line Of fate .

These signs may be large or smal l , and

the importance Of them must be judged ,
by

their relative size and position . Suppose ,
for instance , that a small cross should be
at the bottom Of the cup , the only one

to be seen , the seer would predict that a

trifling vexation or a tiresome little delay
must be expected ; but not for the present,
as it is at the bottom Of the cup . An alpha
betical list Of symbols is given later on ,

so it is not necessary to define them here.

The various points of amore general character,
however, must be studied before it is possible
to gi ve an accurate reading.

It wi l l constantly be found that the

stems, isolated leaves, or smal l groups Of

leaves, form a letter of the alphabet , some
times a number . These letters and numbers
have meanings which must be looked for

in connection wi th other noticeable signs.

If an initial
“ M appears, and near to

it a small square or Oblong leaf, both being
near the rim of the cup it would indicate
a letter coming speedi ly from someone whose
name begins with an M .

"

If the initial
appears near the bottom Of the cup it shows
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that the letter will not be coming for some

If there be a clear space at the bottom
Of the cup devoid Of tea-leaves, it shows
water, and that , in al l probabil ity , the letter
is coming from abroad . If the symbol Of

the letter comes very near to a bird flying,
it shows a telegram. If the bird is flying
towards the consul tant "the handle", the

telegram has been received . The news in
it is to be judged by other signs in the cup .

If flying away from the handle , the tele

gram is sent by the consul tant . A Single
bird flying always indicates speedy news.

In a cup with various ominous signs,
such as a serpent , an owl , or many crosses,
the news coming is not l ikely to be pleasant .
In a cup without bad signs, it can safely
be said that the news is good .

As a general rule large letters indicate

places , whilst smal ler ones give the names
Of persons. Thus a large letter E woul d
stand for Edinburgh and a smal ler E

for Edwards, for instance . TO all rules there
comes the occasional exception , and this

principle holds good with regard to the

letters in the tea-cup . It is said that these
smaller letters always point to the first
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letter Of the surname . Usual ly it is so ;

but I have constantly found from experience
that it is the first letter Of the Christian
name, or even a pet name, to which the

letter refers. It is wel l to keep this possi
bil ity in mind , otherwise the seer may give
mi sleading information to consul tants.

Sometimes numbers mean the date for

an event to be expected , a 5 for instance ,
v ery near the brim of the cup , or the handl e

"the consul tant", means in five days ; or

five weeks if it come on the side , possibly
as far Off as five months if the figure be

at the bottom Of the cup .

As dots around a symbol always indicate
money in some form or another , according
to the character Of the symbol , a figure

beside the dots would sign ify the amount
Of money to be expected . If the symbol
were that Of a legacy with the figure 90

near , it would Show that a l ittle legacy Of

ninety pounds might be anticipated .

Clearly defined symbols that stand out

separately are of more importance than
such as are difficult to di scern . Clusters

Of Shapeless leaves represent clouds marring
the effect Of an otherwise fortunate cup .

"ourneys are shown by lines or dots
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seems to be just a dead level present ,
the daily l ife , nothing more . It is sad

for those who have such a dull life, but
there is usual ly some Sign , a small happening
such as a parcel , or a visit from a friend.

These must be made the most of. The

pleasure of anticipation will add to the

real isation.
A confused looking tea-cup , without

any definite symbols, just a muddl e of tea

leaves, is useless for the purpose of divina
tion , beyond giving an indication of the

state of the consul tant
’
s mind , so vague

and undecided in its character that it
obscures everything. Tell such a one the

reason for the failure of divining, and recom
mend a more rel iable state of mind . Then

let them try their fortune again in a

few months, when it may be found quite
different .
It is of course a great mistake to be always
looking in the tea-leaves,

"

as some fool ish
people do twice a day . It is sure to lead
to contradi ctions though there is no harm
in the habit of looking in the cup each
morning as others do, for finding the events
l ikely to happen in the course of the day .

This is . as permissible as the reading of
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the cards each morning for the day
’
s events

by those who consider it a safeguard , re

membering that to be forewarned is to

be forearmed .

Some people use the tea-cup simply for
the purpose of asking a definite question ,

such as, IS the sum of money I am ex

pecting coming soon ? When this is the

case , the consul tant Shoul d be told before
turning the cup in the hand to concentrate
the thoughts on this one point , as in the

case of wishing whi le shuffl ing the cards
for a definite wish . Then the seer must
look only for the signs that will give the

answer to the question, ignoring al l other
points. This is necessary for the giving
of a satisfactory answer to the question
asked.



CHAPTER IV

DIVINATION BY TEA-LEAVES AS AN AMUSEMENT

AND AS A MORE SERIOUS STUDY

THE need for patience cannot be too

strongly impressed upon those who are begin
ning to learn the language of tea-leaves.

Some of the most interesting symbols are

very minute , and will certainly be missed
by the seer who is in a hurry.

When tea-leaf reading is indulged in merely
as an amusement to while away a few

moments after a meal , a hasty glance at

the cup , or cup and saucer , will suffice .

The seer will just note the chief features,
such as a journey, a letter, a parcel , or

news of a wedding, and pass on to the

next cup . But this is far from being a

really interesting method of divination by

tea-leaves, wherein so much knowledge is
to be found , and so much useful information

gained .

Those who closely study this fascinating
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subject will certainly be well rewarded by

a deep personal interest , in addi tion to the

pleasure they give to others.

It is wonderful how rapidl y converts are

made to this form of divination . Some
Who in the past have been heard scornfully
to assert that they have no bel ief in tea

leaves,
” become the most regular inquirers.

Moreover, these sceptics have proved to

be very efli cient students.

There is always a satisfaction in per

suading another to one
’
s own point of view.

The more obstinate the opposition, the more

glorious the final conquest"
It is a rare occurrence nowadays to meet

with three people in the course of a day ,

and not to find that one at least is deeply
interested in fortune-tel l ing in some of its

various forms.

Quite recently I had a letter from a girl
who has gone on a visit to British Columbia ,

asking me if I would do the cards for

her , as she could not find anyone in her

vicinity who was particul arly good at divina
tion . She Went on to say that there
is a perfect rage for fortune-telling out

here, and everyone is keen on it.” Another
instance of this universal popularity was
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given to me by a friend who had recently
been to Ameri ca . She was amazed at .the

numbers of women whom she saw absorbed
in the reading of their tea-cups each day

of the voyage.

The mal e sex holds aloof and leaves us

to perform these folli es.

”
Some ascri be it

to man’s superiority. Or as briefly summed
up by a delightful member of their sex,

who when declairning against the possi
bili ty of the future being made visible ,
said, With al l apologies to you , I must
say I am not so profoundl y stupid as to

believe in these things ; it cannot be any

thing more than rot .

”

It is remarkable how such protests die

away when clairvoyant ev idence , either by

cards, tea-leaves, or other means, has ao

curately predicted some event of the distant
future that at the time appeared absurd
and impossible of happening.

Woman may lawfuny claim superiority
with regard to her intuitive facul ty, and

thus she is wel l equipped for exercising
her divinatory powers .

Who need be dull or bored when the

language of symbolism remains to be learned ?

Perhaps I should say , studied ; for com
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pletely learned it can never be, seeing that
fresh events are constantly occurring in

the world , and new symbols appear repre

senting each .

There are few things more fascinating
than personal discovery, and those who

become students of divination by tea-leaves,
or cards, may safely be promised a taste
of this pleasing sensation of achievement .
It is limited to the few to di scover the

marvels of radium, or the discomforts of

the South Pole, but a fragment of their glory
is shared by those who find new evidence
of the far-reaching knowledge of symbol ism.



CHAPTER V

SOME HINTS FOR DIVINERS

REMARKABLE INSTANCES OF PROPHECY BY THE

TEA-LEAVES

For a man’smind is sometimes wont to tell himmore
than seven watchmen that Sit above in a high tower.

”

To those of an inquiring or doubting
turn of mind , there may arise the very
natural question as to why one shaped tea
leaf Should mean a hat and another
a table.

"

It is useless to point out that
these objects are perfectly represented by

the leaves. That is of no practical satisfac
tion . The simple fact that each language
has its alphabet , its spel ling , and its words,
whi ch must be learned before there can

be any reasonable understanding of it , seems
the best and obvious reply.

Symbol ism is a wide subject with many
branches. Who can expect to master even
its alphabet in a moment ? To those who
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,

others would be the better prepared to
meet it by having been warned of its

approach.

One rule can be safely made for guidance
on this point . DO not minimise danger when
a timely warning may avert an accident ,
or other misfortune , nor Shoul d symbols
of ill omen be exaggerated . As students
become proficient , they will find many mean

ings in the tea-leaves in addition to those
whi ch they learn from this book. Much
wil l depend upon circumstances and indi
vidual temperaments.

These personal ly di scovered meanings

should be carefully noted and verified with
events as they occur.

It is necessary to remember that di vina

tion by the tea-cup is by no means l imited
to personal information . Forthcoming publi c
events are frequently revealed . This adds
largely to the interest and usefulness of the

div ination . It is important to point out

this to consultants, so that they may not

be too ready to fix the whole reading of

their cups to purely personal matters . It

will be found that publ ic news is usual ly
foretold in the cups of those who seek in

formation Of the future as a regu lar practice .
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For those who rarely do so , private affairs
al one will appear, probably without even
a forecast of the weather to be expected

Within the next few days.

It is a curious fact that the wider knowl
edge Should seem to be reserved for those
who practise divination constantly, but so

it is.

Some remarkable instances of the accurate
foretel ling of public events, which have
quite recently been brought to my notice ,
may be interesting.

For some weeks before the coal strike
of 1920 was declared , a pickaxe was seen

on several occasions in the cups Of two
persons , both of whom read their tea-leaves
regularly . This symbol , as will be seen in

the dictionary which fol lows, stands for
“
labour trouble and strikes.

”
A spade was

al so in evidence at intervals, a further Sign
of trouble and unrest .” SO that it was
through no faul t of the tea-leaves if some
of us were not in the superior position of

knowing all about the strike before it came

to pass.

The symbols already mentioned woul d
of course apply equal ly to railway dis

turbance , and some time before the threat
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of a strike was announced , these symbols
appeared again, together with an engine,

and a signal at the angle of Danger.

”

Thi s seemed ominous. But wi thin a few

days the signal was evident once more ;
but on this occasion set at Al l Clear.

”

So it was easy to decide that the threatened
strike would not take place. The accuracy
of this predi ction by means of the tea

leaves was shortly afterwards made
evident.
Again , a week before there seemed to be

even a hope of a settlement of the coal
strike , a mining shaft presented itself in
one of the tea-cups which had previously
been indicating the strike . This symbol
appeared at the top of the cup standing
out clearly by itself, evidently predicting
the miners’ return to work within a short
time . There was no need to depend upon
information from the newspapers as to the
end of the strike, for here in the tea-leaves
was all necessary evidence of the fact .
Another very remarkable instance of

symbolism was given to me by a friend
a Short time ago. On Monday morning,
October 26th, 1920, the three following
symbols appeared in her cup
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A vul ture resting on a rock .

An eagle .

A monkey.

In the evening of that day the death Of

King Alexander of Greece was announced .

It wil l be seen , on referring to the dic

tionary, that an eagle and a vul ture signify
the death of a monarch .

”
The monkey

who lay at the bottom of the cup , apparently
dead , was of course the third symbol as

having caused the King
’
s death . It was

particularly gratifying that these Signs should
have appeared in my friend

’
s cup for she

is a mathematical genius, and rejects every
symbol which she cannot recognise at once .

She was SO struck by these Signs that she

cal led them to the attention of her mother,
who also immediately perceived and identi

fied them. The only regrettable omission
was that the cup was not photographed .

It woul d hav e been v aluable ev idence for

the wonders of the tea-leaves.

Thi s same friend had another interesting
experience. The head of an Indian appeared
in her cup , with other signs pointing to
news of a personal nature. She was puzzled ,
for, as far as she knew, there was no one
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in India from whom she would be in the

least l ikely to hear.

Very shortly afterwards, however, her

mother went on a visit to London . There
she qui te unexpectedly met someone who
had recently come from India , and who
had brought back messages of remembrance
and affection from a girl who my friend
had no idea was in India at that time.

Hence the Indian in her tea-cup
Whilst on this subject , I am reminded

of an other occasion when India was repre

sented in the tea-leaves. I was looking
into my tea-cup one day , when I saw most
clearlydepicted two natives creeping steal thily ,
their attitude making this evident . In their
hands were what appeared to be kni ves ,

and they were making towards a figure

that was unmistakably that of an officer.

He was standing upon what looked l ike
a raised platform with a barricade round
him. He held a revolver in hi s hand .

I am quite aware that some may think
this a tal l tal e for the tea-leaves to relate
But fortunately my reading of the cup was

witnessed by two others, one of them being
a man , who , although interested in psychic
subjects, despises the tea-leaves " Without
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remarking upon what I saw, I suggested

that he shoul d look at my cup and see what
he made of it . Without a moment’s hesi
tation he said , There is an officer defending
himself against some natives who are about
to attack him.

My readers will appreciate the satisfaction
this testimony gave me , coming as it did
from one who had never before looked
into a cup . Moreover , that thi s witness
shoul d have been one of the mal e sex added
to its value " This prediction of danger
for someone in India was borne out by

facts that were di sclosed shortly afterwards.

These instances which I have given il lustrate

the variety and interest which are to be

found in divination by tea-leaves.



CHAPTER VI

WRITING IN THE TEA-LEAVES

SOME FREQUENT SYMBOLS

ANOTHER source through which messages
are received by the tea-leaves wil l be found
in the writing which will be seen from time
to time. Moreover , it has the great advan
tage of being clear and easy to decipher ,
so that there may be no doubt of what is
intended to be understood by it. The tea

leaves can never be accused of being ill egible .

Occas ional ly it is very minute writing, and

would probably be passed over by those
who read their cups in a superficial manner.

To those who study them carefully the

future is revealed.

N0 one would reasonably expect to find
a speech from the Prime Mini ster or an

invitation to a tea-party written for them
in the tea-leaves. But words they certainly
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bined symbols by heart , it wil l require only
a l ittle practice to interpret their mean
ings without hesitation . For those who find
difficulty in commi tting the dictionary to
memory , an essential for proficient reading
of the cup ,

I would suggest that they write
down any meaning whi ch may seem specially
hard to remember , roughly drawing its sym
bol beside it . In this way the difi culty wil l
soon be overcome.



CHAPTER VII

THE NELROS CUP

TWO EXAMPLE READINGS OF ITS SIGNS

If thou wouldst learn thy future wi th thy tea ,

Thismagic cup wil l Show it thee.

”

SOME readers may find an additional
interest in divination by tea-leaves, if they
use a cup marked with the planetary sym
bols, patented as the Nelros Cup of For

tune. A Short explanation of the symbols,
and the method of using this cup , will be
helpful for those who are not famil iar with
its Signs. I am not suggesting the use of

the
“
Nelros saucer , for the reason that

its signs are somewhat Obscure, and students
who have no experience in the science of

astrology would find it confusing, if used in
addition to the cup , in which all needful

signs are il lustrated .

As in the case of the ordinary tea-cup ,

the handl e remains as the representative
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is activity, Show much alertness and desire
for knowledge the Cross meaning Obstacles
and hindrances in the chosen path , whilst
the Sign Of Pisces denotes interesting news
from distant lands , with much desire for

travel and exploration .

In the next space the Winecup and Spider ,
in connection with the Sign of Mars , the

characteristic of Mars being energy, Show
the strength , courage , and perseverance
needed to carry out a successful career ;
the Spider being a symbol of concentration ,

patience , and achievement , whi lst the Wine
cup tells oi joy and realised ambition .

Following these signs are the Cat’s Head
and the Heart . with the Crescent Moon
below. The characteristic of the Moon is

change , mobil ity ; it is also a symbol of

good fortune in the tea-leaves. In combina
tion with the Heart it indicates a romantic
love affair. The Cat’s Head Shows interfer
ence by those who are mean and spiteful .
Having learned from this brief explanation

the symbols of the “
Nelros Cup ,

”

the reading
of the tea-leaves in relation to those symbols
wil l be easy . For instance , suppose the wife
of a sailor to be the consultant . Her hus

band is on his ship in the North Sea , and
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she is eagerly awaiting news of him. In

the cup She has turned ,
”

the symbol of a
letter comes in the watery Sign with a

large ivy leaf beneath it . Further patience
will be necessary, the ivy leaf tells us , as

the wished-for letter is still far away . The

distance from the handle "the consul tant"
Shows thi s , also the letter symbol be ing
in the watery Sign indi cates the fact that
it will come from across the sea . The wait

ing for the news causes a feel ing of disap

pointment and sadness ; these will vanish

later on , and the waiting be compensated
by the happy news that wil l come in the

longed-for letter. This is seen by the tea

leaves which appear on other symbols of

the cup .

The form of a man is seen between the

signs of the Bell and Club ; near this form
is the letter A ,

”
the first letter of the

consul tant
’
s name . Round this initial letter

is a well-formed circle ; a trident l ies at a

l ittle distance from it .
Here is evidence of the joyful news coming

from her husband , the tea-leaves in the

spaces of the Bell and Club making a pre

diction Of the satisfactory news a safe one .

The circle round the letter A and the
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symbol of the trident near, enable the seer

to prophesy a good promotion, much success

and happiness.

This example reading of the Nelros

cup is a fortunate one . We wil l now con

sider one of a less satisfactory character.

The consul tant is a widow ; opposite
the handle of the cup she has turned
is the Envelope over "upiter, upon the

Envelope tea-leaves forming an Owl are

seen , beneath is a small arrow pointing
towards the handl e . These signs foretel l

bad news probably coming from a far

country ; the sign of "upiter and distance
from the handl e "the consul tant" would
Show this. The symbol of the Owl indicates
the anxiety caused by the arrival of the

letter and its news. The arrow pointing
towards the handle would Show that the
matter is personal , and will much affect
the consul tant .
Upon the Sign of Saturn, with an arm

stretched towards the Spade above it , is
the figure of a man . The characteristic
of Saturn being privation , and the Spade
being a symbol of toil , it is evident that
the figu re of the man represents someone
related to the consul tant for whom the
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present prospects are very bad . It may well

be this man fromwhom is coming the news
in the letter which wil l cause her so much

anxiety.

Fortunately , on the Anchor at the bottom
of the cup is a well-formed key . Being in
this position , it shows that someone at a

distance, having the welfare of the con

sultant much in their mind , wil l be the

means in the future of help ing her out of

the di fficul ties. The key being on the Anchor
indicates the security She may feel in the

fri ends , who will be instrumental in giving
her happiness and peace of mind .

These two example divinations wil l ill us
trate the manner in which the tea-leaves
are read in relation to the signs upon the

cup . To some it may appear an easier

means than that of the ordinary tea-cup .

In any case it is very useful to have an

al ternative method of foretelling the future.

Variety is always acceptable , and for this

reason I commend the Nelros Cup of

Fortune to my readers.
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Abbey.
—A Sign of increasing wealth and comfort ,

you wi l l gain much success in your life .

Ace of Clubs.
—Thrs signifies good news through

the post .

Ace of Diamonds—You will be gratified by a good

present or sum of money .

Ace of Hearts.
—Shows aflection and happiness "in

the home .

Ace of Spades .
—A large town or bui lding.

Acorn.
—This is a symbol of health, strength and

gain through industry , a sowing of which you wi ll
see the reaping , a Short journey from which there may
be great results ; good fortune and ease are predicted

by several acorns.

Aircraft—If flying towards consultant , hasty news
or an unexpected journey ; if stationary it gi ves warn
ing that you wi ll have but little success in your life

unl ess you come out of the rut into which you have
fal len .

Albatross.
—If seen with the Sign of a ship or water

it portends distress for those at sea ; to sailors or to

those associated with them it is an omen of sadness.
meaning sorrow and sometimes death.
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Bagpipes.
—This symbol gives warning of coming

sorrow or much agi tation and disturbance.

Bal l .—See Footbal l .

Bal let Dance—This is a forecast of unsuccessful

plans.

Bal loon.
-A symbol which indi cates that much is

attempted but little achieved ; there is a passing
enthusiasm for vari ous experiments and new ideas,
but the interest soon flags, and finally vanishes as

the balloon in the clouds.

Bananas .
—These promise gratification and the occur

rence of those things which are most pleasing to you ;
also a predi ction of much happiness and success in

love affairs.

Banner.
—This is a symbol of a prosperous life for

a man and of a weal thy marriage for a woman .

Barber.
—This signifies the approach of a new interest

coming into your life , which wi ll lead you to be most
particular as to your personal appearance.

Barrel .—Festivi ty , possibly a picni c ; several barrels,
prosperity.

Barrel Organ.
—Melancholy and a distaste for present

circumstances .

Basin .
—This symbol stands for smal l ailments and

minor worries ; a broken basin , domestic annoyance.

Basket—Domestic duties and fami ly cares ; if ful l ,
a present given or received .

Basket of Flowers —Happiness and contentment ,
fulfil led desires.

Bassoon.
—This musical instrument implies that

your energy is apt to exceed your wit ,
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Bath.
—This indicates grief or di smay .

Bats.
—An ill omen Showing sickness and trouble

in the home ; wi th other signs, a predi ction of

Bayonet—A Sign to be feared ; it Shows danger of

Operation , wounds , and pain .

Beans—These show quarrels and di sputes wi th
relations.

Bean—A journey north, sometimes prolonged travel .
See also Polar Bear.

Bed.
—A visit , il lness; or death, according to other

symbols.

Beef.—A round of beef foretells coming financial
worries .

Beehive.
—This is a symbol of eloquence , mental

capacity , and much energy in forming new schemes

and carrying them through ; also of attainment to

power and honour.

Bees.
—These foretell success through your own

abili ty , many friends and enjoyment of life to the
full . See also Bumble Bee.

Beetle—This signifies unrest , domestic tribul ation ,

or di sagreements ; several beetles, that there is a

risk of slander and abuse by those whom you regard

as friends .

Beetroot—Thi s symbol indi cates that someone wi ll
try to do you a bad turn , but it wi ll fail in its object
and rather turn out as a benefit.

Bel l .—Amazing news according to other signs in

the cup ; several bel ls indicate a wedding . See also

Canterbury Bells, Diving Bell , Handbell .
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Belladonna Lily
—This flower is a sign of hope,

love , happiness , and the leading of an upright and

honourable life.

Bellows—These Show an endeavour to make the

best of a bad business.

Besom.
—This gives a caution to avoid meddling in

other people
’
s affairs or you may find yourself regarded

as an unpleasant busybody .

Bier.
—A symbol of death; if near consul tant , a

personal sorrow, otherwise of a less personal nature.

Bil liard Table .
—Pleasure fol lowed by regret.

Bird Feeding Young—After a time of patient wait
ing, your desires wi ll be fulfilled .

Bird of Paradise .
—Difficulties and trials are van

ishing and a future of comfort and pleasure awaits

you .

Bird on a Perch.
—If near consultant , news resul ting

in pleasant plans ; if at some distance , there is a doubt
of the news being sent .

Birds.
—These are significant of happiness and joyful

tidings ; a single bird flying means speedy news, tele

grams ; birds in a row on a branch or line show that

there will be vexatious delay in receiving some wished
for news ; birds in a circle denote cogi tation followed
by swi ft decision . See also Clapper for Scaring Birds
and Stufied Birds.

Birds in Cage
—This impl ies that a variety of

causes prevents you from obtaining your dearest

wish ; should the cage door be Open , obstacles wi ll
shortly be removed and great happiness wi ll be

yours .
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Bird’s Nest—This signifies a happy discovery,

leading to a fortunate enterpri se brought about to
a great extent by your own patience and ability ;
it is also a good omen of love, fri ends, and increase

of fortune.

Biscuits—These seen in various shapes and sizes
foretell the occurrence of pleasant events.

Bishop—A sign of benevolence , authori ty , and

progress ; in cope and mitre , preferment and honour.

Bluebells.
—These indicate that an event bringing

you much satisfaction and pleasure may be expected

to take place in the Spring.

Bluebottle Fly.
—Unpleasantness and jealousy wil l be

aroused by your success.

Boar.
—Thi s animal shows much energy and push

though not always in the right direction to bring you
unqualified success ; it is also a sign of obstacles in
your path.

Boat—Success in a new enterprise ; seen with

g
l

gg
rds, troubles and disappointment . See also Ferry
t.

Bomb—This foretells a personal disaster or news
of an explosion and loss of life .

Bones.
—These are an indication of mi sfortune sur

mounted with courage.

Bonnet—Thi s implies that youthwi l l be past before
you have the best happiness of your life. See also
Widow’s Bonnet.

Book.
—An open book shows a desire for information

and amind ever on the alert to understand new theories
and facts ; a closed book is a sign of expectancy .
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Bookcase.
—Thi s is a pleasing symbol of coming

success through study and perseverance .

Boomerang.
—This sign means news from Austral ia ,

or that some unexpected development wil l lead to

your having a great interest in that country ; with
signs of travel , that you wi ll make your home

there .

Bootblack.
—A bootblack is a Sign of fai lure in your

work.

Boots.
—These Show fortunate business , a good

income , and the gratification of your tastes and

pleasures ; boots of a curious shape foretell an unfor

tunate enterprise ending in failure .

Boot-tree.
—A lucky surprise .

Borden—See Flower Border.

Bottle .
—A Sign of happy days ; several bottles

indi cate extravagant tastes ; small bottles, i l lness.

Bouquet—This is amost fortunate symbol of coming
happiness , love , fulfil led hope , and marri age .

Bow.
—A sign of reunion after absence or estrange~

ment .

Bowand Arrow.
—This denotes that there is unpleas~

ant talk Of your personal affairs whi ch may do you

harm.

Bowen—Happiness in love is proclaimed by this

symbol .

Box.
—An open box foreshows a troubled love affair ;

a closed box, that you wi ll find something which you
had lost .

Boy
—Thi s symbol must be read in accordance with

other signs in the cup .

racelet.—A discovery made too late.
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Branch —A large branch is a Sign of much inde

pendence and of success in carrying out an under

taking ; the larger it i s the greater your success ; a

broken branch signifies an attempt to organi se a

project or new scheme which wi ll end in fai lure .

Bread.
—A loaf of bread is a sign of the commonplace

and of monotony ; several loaves give warning against

waste and extravagance , for a shortage of corn is

threatened ; loaves of bread with crossed swords above
them predi ct mutiny and disaffection among those
whom the world trusted .

Bricklayer’s Trowel .—A task whi ch you have in
hand will be successfully carried out .

Bricks.
—These signify new plans and enterpri ses

which wi l l lead to prosperity .

Bride.
—This Sign indicates a wedding , coming joy ,

or a ri val in your affections, according to other symbols
around it .

Bridge.
-An advantageous Opportunity ; a fortunate

journey . See also Suspension Bridge.

Bridle —Thi s points to the fact that you greatly
object to interference or authority , and that you will
always be top dog

”
wi th your fri ends.

Brooch—Thi s indi cates that you are likely to make
a discovery greatly to your advantage , and may in
time turn it to good account in the development of

a patent ; a brooch with dots around it predicts a

present .

Broom.
—Thi s signifies that there is need for you

to be careful in the choice of your fri ends, and to

avoid rushing into an intimacy which you might later
have cause to regret.
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Campanulas —These flowers indicate that your hope
is centred on one desire, and assure you of the certainty
of obtaining your wish.

Candle .
—Thi s is significant of trials , worries, or

Candle Extinguisher.
—An uncomfortable incident

or episode whi ch wi ll put you out considerably .

Candlestick—You have need to look at things from
a wider point of vi ew; to make the best of yourself

you must cultivate perception .

Cannon.
—This denotes mi l itary and naval display

and good fortune ; with pleasant symbols around or

near, such as a crown or star, promotion for someone
dear to you in the service.

Canoe . This implies that a new fri endship will
eventual ],

r lead to a happy love affair.

Canopy.
—This brings success through the help

and interest of those who are socially or mental ly
your superiors.

Canterbury Bel ls.
—These graceful flowers indicate

that your happiness is to a great extent dependent

upon others ,
if the figure of a woman appeared beside

the flowers it wi l l be through a woman that your best
happiness comes, if a man were seen it wi ll be one

of the male sex to whom you must look for your chief

joy in life .

Cap.
—This warns you to be cautious in your dealings

with those of the opposite sex ; it al so points to the

fact that those things which you desire to hi de wi ll
become known . See also Peaked Cap.

Capstan.
—To those associated with the sea , this

symbol gives warning of storms ; to others, it predicts
association with sailors or yachtsmen .
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Caterpil lar.
—You are likely to be criticized unkindly

by those who are envious of you , although you have

no suspicion that these people are anything but

fri endly in their feeling towards you ; there is slyness

and deception , and it woul d be wel l to be on your

guard or you may find unpleasant gossip has been
spread about you .

Cathedral . -Prosperity , contentment , and happiness
with those whom you love is the meaning of this

symbol .

Cattle—Profitable transactions.

Cauldron—New opportuni ties which need ca reful
consideration .

Caul iflower.
—Thi s signifies that even your best

fri ends cannot descri be you as constant or reliable.

Cave.
—Unless you rouse yourself and use a little

more push, you are likely to remain in obscurity all

your life .

Celery.
—A vigorous body and active mind which

will preserve the energies of you th to a good old age .

Chain—An engagement or wedding an entangled

chain means a dilemma whi ch wi l l tax your ingenui ty
to the utmost , a long , thi ck chain indicates ti es that

you wish to urido ; a broken one , trouble in store .

Chair.
—A small chair shows an arrival ; a large

one , deliberation over a new plan . See al so Carrying
Chair, Rocking Chair.

Chatelaine —This signifies that a variety of people

will be instrumental in your career ; it is also an indi

cation that you are somewhat inclined to depend too

much on sentimental and demonstrative affection.

Champagne Glass.
—This is a symbol of good fortune

and delight ; to the sick, a good omen of recovery.
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Cheese.
-A large cheese denotes that you wil l benefit

by the generosity of prosperous friends.

Cherries .
-A love affair , happ iness , and hea lth,

are the meanings of this symbol .

Chessmen.
—These announce the fact that you Wi ll

be troubled by matters which are difficult to adjust
to your satisfaction , and you must expect a certain

amount of anxiety and worry .

ChestnutTree.
-An event of interest and importance

may be expected in the spring.

Chestnuts—These show determination in carrying
out a scheme which you think wi l l benefit you.

Chicken.
—This shows new interests and pleasures

if roosting, domestic tribulation ; if flying, troublesome
matters.

Child.
—This is a sign that you wi ll soon be making

fresh plans or formn new projects ; a child running
means bad news or threatened danger ; at play , tran

quilli ty and pleasure .

Chil d Blowing Soap Bubbles.
—Occasions of sadness

and joy in quick succession .

Chil d with Dancing-Doll .
—The gratification of a

Wish through an entirely unexpected means.

Child with Tambourine.
—Pleasure, lightheartedness,

coming good news .

Chimney.
—Unl ess you are cautious you wi ll take

a false step ; a chimney with smoke to be seen means
that you are content , and find pleasure In daily routine

and a somewhat commonplace life .

Chinaman—There is someone who appears eager
to serve you but in reality is far from being trust
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Chinese Lantern.
—Fa1se securi ty , the evidence of

whichwill soon be brought to your notice.

Chisel .—A symbol of losses, di smay, and trouble.

Chri stmas Tree—This sign indi cates that you may

season.

Chrysanthemums—These beautiful flowers assure

you of a long desired hope in connection with .someone
dear to you whichwi ll be realised in the autumn.

Church —Courage , honour, and tranqui ll ity ; a legacy .

Churm
‘

ng.
—This is a happy omen for good and

successful results in all you undertake ; you Will be
fortunate and wil l always take a turn in the right

direction for your own happiness.

Cigar.
—A wealthy fri end or lover who will absorb

all your thoughts ; a broken cigar signifies a disagreeable
incident or a quarrel .

Circle—Money , presents, an engagement , faithful
friends.

Clapper for Scaring Birds—This sign proclaims that

you are offended at small faul ts or failings in others,
and are always eager to bring them into notice, but

are blind to your own more obvious deficiencies.

Clarionet—A pleasureWhich will be gratified in an

unlocked-for manner.

Claw.
—This symbol foretells sa ndal or evi l influence.

Clenched Hand.
-Indignation ; disputes.

Clergymam—Reconciliation in a long-standing feud.

Clock—A sign that you desire to hurry over the

present and arrive at a time to which you are looking
forward .
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Gouda—These denote disappointment, failure of

plans, and dismay.

Clover.
—A very lucky sign of coming good fortune .

Cloves.
—This symbol proclaims the desire for appre

ciation and the Wish to appear at your best on all

occasions.

Clown.
—Your folly is apparent to everyone.

Clubs.
—See Golf Clubs, Ace of Clubs.

Coach—Ii with horses, you may look forward to

a time of ease and luxury ; if wi thout horses , it warns

you against an act of folly or a harmful indiscretion .

CoaL—Prosperity and good fellowship

Coal-Scoop.
—Thi s signifies domestic difi culties or

vexation at the turn things have taken .

Coal Scuttle—You wi ll adapt yourself to unaccus

tomed circumstances requiri ng much energy .

Coat—Sadness caused through a parting ; if the

coat is ragged , distressing news ; without sleeves,
failure in a new undertaking.

Cobbler.
—This predicts a life of arduous and ill

paid work, poor health, and a struggle to make both
ends meet .

Cobra—A warning of grave danger to you or yours.

Cock—A sign of forthcoming good news, of conquest
and triumph.

Cockatoo.
—This bird indicates disturbance in the

home and some vexation with fri ends.

Cockchafer.
—This predicts a bad harvest season

flying, the arrival of sudden news of a somewhat
disagreeable nature .

Cocon ut—Travel or interesting discoveri es.
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Cofiee Pot—Dependence on creature comforts ;
slight indi sposition.

Comm—A bad omen of coming bereavement ; a

cofli n with a sword beside it shows dea th of a soldier ;
with a flag , that of a sai lor ; with snowdrops, death
of a child or infant .

Conan—Perseverance in the face of Obstacles wil l
bring you a great reward .

Collar-Stud.
—A reminder of some tiresome or dis

agreeable little duty which you would fain forget .

Columbine—These flowers foretell the renewal of
a former fri endship which is brought about by means
of an unthought-ofmeeting.

Comb.
—You will find out that your confidence in

someone was misplaced and thi s discovery wi ll cause

you much distress.

Comet.—Favourable weather ; unusual and interest
ing events ; to lovers it is an unfavourable omen of

separation and blighted hope .

Compasses.
—This sign impl ies that you may expect

to travel and to spend your life in interesting activities.

Concertina.
—This symbol proclaims di latory habits

and feeble wit .

Conductor.
—See Music Conductor.

Convolvuli .—This flower shows feelings of sadness

love and hope whi ch have lasted but a short time
now leave only memories to which you cl ing.

Corks—This Sign shows the power of adapting

yourself to your company , and of proving yourself

useful in awkward situations.

Corkscrew.
—This denotes that you wi ll be vexed

by inquisitive people who trouble you Wi th questions.
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Cormorant—This bird is a symbol of agi lity , swift
decisions, and the attainment of your ambition through
the power of rapid thought and work.

Cora—Thi s is a pleasant omen of weal th and
succe ss.

and unqualified success.

Coven—See Meat Cover.

Cow.
—A calm, contented state of mind, peaceful

and prosperous days.

Cowsl ips.
—A Sign of joy ; to the marri ed it foretells

a birth.

about al Chlld .

Crane—Heavy burdens and anxiety are indicated
by this symbol .

Crests—These are often to be seen and must to
some extent be read in connection with other signs

in the cup ; large crests indicate news of, or communi
cations with, those in positions of authority ; small
crests, interesting family developments.

Cricket Bat—A love of sport and a keen desire for
fair play in all matters.

Crinol ine.
—This predicts that unless you retrench

in your expenditure , you will have but a pittance to
spend upon your dress.

Crocuses.
—These flowers are an emblem of joy ,

and of radiant happiness in love.

Croquet
-Mal let.—A cheerful and patient disposition ,

always M g the best of things, is the meaning of
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Cross—You must expect to meetwith hindrance s
and obstacles in the way of your desi res ; sorrow and

misfortune are also indicated by this symbol . See

also Maltese Cross.

Crossed Keys
—A sign of authority , power .

and

honour, and an assurance of comfort and help in times
of difficul ty or doubt .

Crown—Advancement and honour; the attainment
of your highest ambition.

Crutches.
—This is an unpleasant sig n of forth

coming illness or accident which causes lamenes s for
the time being.

Cucumber.
—A new plan succe ssful ly carried out.

Cup.
—A large cup tells of a splendid opportunity

coming yourway whichwill insure your future success ;
a small cup means that a little anxiety is before you.

Curtain.
—This symbol proclaims that someone is

hiding a matter from you which it would be to your
advantage to learn ; with other signs in the cup which
are good you may conclude that thematter wi ll be
revealed to you shortly .

Custard-Glasses.
—A signal of illness, possibly

chicken pox or measles.

Cypress
—This tree indicates that you bravely

face a difficul ty , and finally overcome it by yourown
endeavours.

Dafiodils . A long-desired hope is about to come
to pass, or a delightful holiday Spent in the company
of those most congenial to you.
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Desk—You will receive a letter which will upm
you , or you wi l l lose the fri endship of someone with
whom you have corresponded regularly for many
years.

Devil .—This symbol gives warning that reformation
is needed , or you may find yourself so tightly in the

grip of bad influence that it will bewell-nigh impossible
to extri cate yourself.

Diadem—This ensign of royal ty Shows that your
ambition i s realised beyond your expectations ; won
derful good fortune and influential fri ends assure you
of an unusually successful career.

Diamonds—See Ace of Diamonds.

Dish.
—Anxiety in household matters ; a broken

dish is a foretaste of a greater loss.

Diver.
—A great and unexpected piece of news which

wil l lead to a fortunate discovery ; to the lover" it
reveals deception.

Diving-Bell .—This Sign predicts that you may one

day find yourself in danger on the sea or river.

Dog
—This symbol has many meanings whichmust

be read in accordance with the other symbols ; in
a general way this Sign indicates adverse condi tions,
the thwarting of life

’
s chances , unfortunate love affairs,

fami ly mi sfortune and money troubles ; a large dog
sometimes signifies protection and good fri ends ; a

small dog, vexation and impatience.

Doll .—A festivity at which you will endeavour to
conceal your feelings of boredom under somewhat
foolish hi larity . See also Child with Dancing Doll ,
Rag Doll .

Dolphin -A cheerfu l and optimistic character, pleas
ure on the sea or river.
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Dovecot—Peace in the home .

Doves .
—These birds give a personal message Of

peaceful circumstances, high ideals, and progress ;

to those who are at enmity this symbol proclaims
reconciliation ; to the sick or anxious, comfort and

success.

Dmgom—Great and sudden changes about which

unlocked-for events, new and advantageous oppor

Drum.
—A hazardous enterprise or expedition is the

Drummer.
—To a man, this f oreshows popularity

and a successful public career ; to a woman , social

success, a large following of fri ends and admirers, and
power of gaining her own ends.

Duck—A Sign of a taste for speculation ; if more
than one duck, success in work and enterprise, profit

Dumb Bell.—A chance meeting which willll lead to
themaking of a new friend.

Dustpan and Brush—You wil l be certain to hear
of domes tic tri bulation amongst your fri ends or rela
tives ; if this symbol appears in your cup with other
signs of vexation, it would indicate personal domestic

Dwarf.—This portends calamity , accident , or dis
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Falcon—Thi s bird warns you to be on your guard
for you have an enemy.

the opposite sex.

Fate—This is indicated by a straight thin line of

tea leaves whi ch ascends towards the consultant ;
what may be expected of fate must be judged by
the line itself and other signs in the cup .

Feathers—Large feathers signify achievement and

prosperity ; to authors , literary success ; smal l feathers
denote something of which you are afraid, but which

you wi l l meet with courage.

Feet—You wi l l be cal led upon to take a decisive

step in some matter whichmay lead up to an eventful

change in your life .

Fence—This means that there is but a step between
you and success.

Fender.
—You will constantly come in contact with

someone to whom you feel a strong antipathy .

Ferns—Dignity , peace , and steadfast love are the

meanings of this symbol .

Ferret—Jealousy and enmity are likely to cause

you distress .

Ferry-Boat.—Thi s symbol implies that difficul ties

wi ll be smoothed away for you by the aid of good

and useful friends.

Field Marshal’s Hat—To a soldier, or those who
are associated with them, this is a Sign of coming
promotion, triumph, and of the attainment to honour .

Figs—These indicate joy and abundance of the good
things of this world ; to those in business it is an omen
of success and prosperity .
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Figurehead of a Ship
—A good omen for your future

welfare ; thi s symbol predicts that you will be enabled
to steer your course through smooth waters.

Figures—See Numbers, Human Figures, Running
Figures .

Finger.
—Thi s usually indicates a special need for

attention to be paid to adjoining symbols.

Fire-Engine.
—An evi dence of a serious fire of whi ch

you wi ll hear or from which you wi ll suffer ; thi s must
be judged by other indications in the cup .

Fire-Escape.
—An urgent warning to take all pre

cautions against fire.

Fireplace.
—Your chi ef interests in life will probably

lie in your home ; small duties, simple pleasures, and
a

‘

circle of friends.

Fish.
—News from abroad ; with other signs of

movement , emigration ; a starfish is a Sign of good

luck.

Flag.
—Danger, rebel lion , and war are the meanings

of thissymbol .

Flower-Border.—That for which you have long
hoped and wai ted is about to come to pass .

Flowers .
—Many pleasant meanings may be given

tO this symbol , good fortune , happiness, love , mar

riage, and a large circle of admiring friends , being
among them. See also Basket of Flowers, Foxgloves,
Lily, Forget-me-not.

Fly.
—Thi s signifies small vexations and annoyances

which wi ll ruffle you considerably . See also Bluebottle
Fly, Dragon Fly.

Font—News of a birth or an invi tation to a chris

temng party.
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Foot—This indicates a journey ; a swollen foot,
injury, or news of an accident to the foot .

Football. -Love of outdoor games, or a keen interest

Forget-me-not—This flower speaks of the attain
meri t of a cherished hOpe , also that you wi ll

probably find your truest happiness in love and

stantly flatter you ; it would be well for you to be
on your guard or you may one day awake to the

fact that all this flattery was used as a tool to harm
you.

Fountain.
-A most favourable omen foretelling

happiness, success in love and marriage, prosperity
in business, and good fortune in all you under

Fox.
—This denotes that you may have an unsus

ment ; if broken or bending, defeated plans and
hopes.

Frog.
—A change of residence ; with other signs,

new work or profession ; wi th bad symbols around,

Fruit—A happy Sign of forthcoming prosperity
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not attract you ; to clergy , or to those associated
with them, gaiters indicate promotion.

Gallows. -An omen of great distress and tragedy.

Garden Roller.—An indication that things around

you are liable to become somewhat unmanageable
and that you wi ll need tact and strength to avoid

Gate—An excellent opportunity awai ts you , perhaps

the chance of a lifetime ; massive high gates denote
restri cti on , misery , or imprisonment .

Geese—These indica te the arrival of unexpected
and rather troublesome vi sitors.

Genfiam—A memory which is interwoven wi th
sorrowand joy.

Geranium.
—This flower shows a strong wi ll and

determined character, contentment , and happiness ;
it al so denotes two opposite natures who have a grea t

bond of aflection between them.

Giant—There is, or wi ll be, a serious obstacle in
your path.

Girafie.
—You are apt to cause mischief through
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Gladioli . -These flowers indicate courage in the

Glasses.
—These show that you will entertain your

friends on a lavish sca le , and delight in hospitalit
'

y ,

but wi ll occasional ly be confronted by di fficulties in

your arrangements . See also Champagne Glass,
Custard-Glasses, Eyeglasses, Hand Glass.

gn

Gleaner.
—You will always endeavour to make the

best of the circumstances in which you find yourself
but wi ll seldom possess the most desirable things in

Goat—A new enterprise which has an element of
risk about it ; a goat is an unfortunate sign to sailors
or to those connected with them.

Golf Clubs—These indicate a life so ful l of work
that there is but little leisure for recreation.

Gondola.
—A vi sit to Italy, or a romance are the

meanings of thi s sign.

Gong-and-Stick.
—This symbol warns you to expect

little else than the tri vial round and common task ”

for the present .

Goose—A venture needing much discussion and
arrangement ; plans are made only to be upset again,

and unless you proceed with caution , you are likely
to make a bad mistake.

Gramophone —This usually portends vexation at

being drawn into a somewhat disorderly and noisy
pleasure.

Grapes
—These signify pleasure, abundance, fulfil

ment , and a life free from care.

Grasshoppers.
—These insects give warning of a

poor harvest season ; for an old person the risk of
chill leading to severe il lness.
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Hedgehog
—You will be immensely surprised by

heari ng that someone whom you had always
thought of as a confirmed bachelor is about to be
married .

Hemlock—The shadows of your past life have an

inconvenient habit of appearing at the most awkward
moments .

Hens—Comfort and domestic felicity ; a hen

roosting shows domestic annoyance and money
worries .

Highlander.
-Thi s is a sign of sound business capac

ity and a plodding contriver in transactions.

Hive—See Beehive.

Hockey-Stick.
—A keenness for games and success

in the playing of them.

Hoe—This means that you wil l often have more
to do than you can wel l accomplish ; each day things
wi ll occur needing your attention and increasing your
work, but in spite of it you wil l have good health and

Holly.
—This indi cates that something of importance

may be expected to occur in the winter ; unless gloomy
signs appear in the cup ,

it may be assumed that the
event wi ll be a happy one.

Hollyhoeh.
-You wi ll have a fri end , or lover, who

wi ll never disappoint you .

Honeycomb —Prosperous undertakings , honour and

renown , and much which is delightful are foreshown
by this symbol .

Hoop.
—You wi ll find immense satisfaction in doing

things that require energy even if they are of little
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Horns—You have a powerful enemy , or at least

someone who has feelings of animosity towards you ,

which may prove to be unpleasant in their

resul t .

Horse—Comforts, loyal friends, and pleasure ; gal
loping horses mean that events are hurrying towards

you over which you have no control , bringing
many changes into your life . See also Carriage and

Horses.

Horse-Collar.
—To those who own horses, or do

business with them, thi s sign is a pleasant indication

of success in some transaction ; to others it woul d

imply toil and a strenuous effort to keep things

going.

Horseman.
—See Mounted Horseman.

Horseshoe—An unexpected piece of good fortune ,

the achievement of your wish, and good luck in all

you undertake ; a double horseshoe hastens the arrival

of your desires ; a horseshoe reversed means an

upset of plans causing much disappointment and

vexation ; a broken one denotes a di lemma , trials, or

Hot-Water Bottle -You wi l l always find compensa
tion in all tri als and di scomforts .

Hot-Water Can.
—Indisposition , irritability , annoy

Hourglass.
—A warning against delay in arrange

ments or thought
-of plans ; with other signs , the

hourglass is a grave warning of peril through illness

or accident.

House—A successful transaction , a vi sit , a new
home.
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Human Figures—These must be judged with regard

towhat they appear to be doing.

Hyacinth
—This flower predicts love, joy, and grat

ihod ambition.

Ibex on Rock—After a time of strenuous effort and

struggle , you wil l achieve tri umph and a position of

security and peace.

Indium—This symbol predicts news from India

the nature of the information , whether personal , publi c ,

pleasant , or the reverse , must be judged by other

indications in the cup .

Initial s—These frequently occur, and usually point
to names of people from whom you may expect to

hear shortly ; or they may indicate places.

Inkpot
—Expectancy .

Iris.
—These flowers bring a message of hope and

pleasure .

Iron.
—Small vexations or troubleswhichwill quickly

pass, is the meaning of thi s symbol .
Ivory.

—This foretells increased wealth and a well
merited reward for past industry .

Ivy.
—Patience , understanding , steadfastness, and

loyal fri ends are indi cated by thi s sign.

I

Jackdaw.
-4 agacity , dependable friends, and knowl

edge acqui red by persevering study .

"am.
-Pots of jamcaution you against extravagance
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Jelly.
—Thi s foreshows a time of pleasure and a

time of pain .

Jemmy.
—A bad attack of toothache is indicated by

thisweapon .

Jewellery.
—You may expect an increase of wealth,

possibly good presents also.

"ockey.
—Successful dealing and good money enter

prise ; luck in racing and speculation .

John Bull .—Thi s figure implies that you are likely
to witness, or partake in. an event of national

importance .

Judge in Robes.
—Legal affairs, personal or otherwise

according to other indications in the cup thi s sign

is often seen during a famous trial or/when such is

about to take place.

"ug.
-This shows good health andmoneymaking.

Jumping Figure—Change whi ch wi ll be greatly to

interesting piece of news ; sometimes it indicates that
you have a rival .

Kettle—This is a sign of illness ; unless a human
figure appears beside it , the i l lness is probably for

the consul tant ; it is an omen of coming trouble.

Key. Circumstances wi l l improve , things wi ll
become easy , and your pathwi l l be made smooth; you
may hope for success in whatever you have on hand ; a

key at some distance from the consultant denotes the

need for the assistance of good and influential fri ends

111
"times of difficulty . See also Crossed Keys.
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Keyhole
—This gives warning of a need for caution ,

for someone of whom you feel no suspicion is untrust
worthy .

Kingfisher.
-This beau tiful bird sign ifies the return

of someone for whom you have been longing ; if flying,
news of a surpri sing nature wil l speedi ly arrive.

King on His Throne—Securi ty and peace ; itmay
also mean that you gain a high position through influ

ential fri ends .

Kite—Vanishing pleasures and benefits, or scandal ,
are the meanings of this sign .

Kneeling Figure —A new enterpri se or project ;
care should be taken to think it over wel l ; do nothing
rashly and seek reliable advice .

Knife —Thi s is an unpleasant sign of quarrels , broken
friendship , and tears .

Knight in Armour.
—This sign predicts good fortune ,

success in love , and loyalty to your friends.

Knives—These signify danger of wounds. attacks

of pain , and di smay .

LaburnumTree —A sign of del ight and the fu lfilment

of a cheri shed hope , probably occurring in the spring.

Ladder.
—Thi s signifies advancement , influential

fri ends , and the attainment of good fortune .

Lamb.
—An indi cation that you wil l be amazed by

the success of a doubtful undertaking. See also Pranc

ing Lamb.

Lamp.
—This sign provides an assurance of good

success in business . See also Street Lamri .
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Lantern.
—This shows that fear and doubt will mar

your happiness and progress. See also Chinese

Lantern.

LaureL—This tree points to power, abi li ty and

health.

Leaves.
-Prosperous results of your diligence, new

fri ends , and satisfaction .

Leek—This irnpl ies that you are anxious to come
to the root of some matter of which at present you

have only an inkl ing ; with good signs around
, you

may expect to come to a satisfactory understanding.

Leg.
—Thi s foretells a successful race wi th fortune.

Leg of Mutton.
-Depression and pecuniary worri es

is the meaning of this sign .

Le0pard.
—This animal foreshows triumph over

adverse circumstances or an evi l report ; two leopards,
fortune and misfortune following each other in quick
succession .

Letters —These are shown by oblong or square
tea-leaves, initials near give the name of the writer ;
wi th dots around they will contain money.

Lettuce—This shows sleeplessness, possibly from the
receiving of some perturbing news.

Lighthouse
—A good sign of security and of light

on your path whenever it is most needed ; if crooked

or broken , di saster at sea .

Lightning.
—Forked lightning seen in a zig-zag up

the side of the cup shows bad weather condi tions ; if
near the figure of a man or woman , it may possibly
indicate death from lightning or electrical mechanism;
if seen at the bottom of the cup and with a clear space

indicating water, it woul d mean bad storms abroad
causing damage and loss .
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Mal tese Cross.
—You wi ll emerge from one source

of vexation or trouble only to fall into another.

Mam—You may expect a v isitor.

Man Carrying a Burden.
-An unhappy marriage or

an unfortunate love affair.

Man Carrying Mace—This points to personal

promotion or the advancement of someone dear to
you .

Man Speaking from a Platform.
—Public news or

developments whi ch wi l l Special ly interest or concern

you .

Marrow.
—See Vegetable Marrow.

Mars —Thi s sign wi ll often be seen , and indicates
a courageous, energetic nature , fond of exploits and
freedom, and shows a capaci ty for strenuous work ;
a fortunate symbol for a soldier.

Mask—For a lover, this predicts that unpleasant
facts wi ll come to light , of which at presen t there is
no su sp icion ,

leadi ng to an abrupt endi ng of the l ov e

Mass of Leaves—Arri vals and departures about
which there are little difficulties.

Mast—This symbol must be read in connection
with the surrounding signs.

Mastifi .
—Thi s dog warns you of an unexpected

emergency in whi ch there is danger of your being
overpowered by the arguments of those who are

masterful .

Maypole.
—This shows that you find but little satis

faction in your amusements and gaiety ; for whilst

you appear to enter into them in a light
-hearted

manner, you are craving for further excitement .
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Mine-Shaft. -This 1s a hopeful sign of coming peace
after a time of di scontent amongst miners, or a coal
stri ke .

M irror.
—Prophetic dreams ; a love of truth.

Mistletoe—Thi s signifies that a cheri shed hope is
unlikely to be fulfil led , or at any rate it wil l only be
after many months have passed , and when you have
become weary of waiting.

M itre—A predi ction of honour and promotion for
a clergyman .

Monk—Religious controversy and di sturbances .

Monkey.
— This is an unpleasant indication that

ugly rumours and scandal wi l l be Spread about you
or yours ; sometimes public notori ety ; with other

signs , it foreshows grief and pain .

Monkey-on-Organ.
—Diflicult circumstances and a

hard struggle are the meanings of this Sign .

Monkey Puzzle Tree
—A task lies before you whi ch

you wi ll find hard , but for which you wi ll afterwards
be rewarded by meeting with great success.

Monograms.
— These wi ll often be found 1n the tea

leaves and will indi cate someone of much importance
in your life , whose ini tials are shown by themonogram.

Monument — Someone rn whose career you aremuch
interested wi l l rise to fame .

Moon.
—A crescentmoon denotes good news, fortune,

and romance ; for a man it predi cts public recogni tion

and honour .

Mortar.
—A Sign of gloom, i llness, emergencies.

Motor Car.
—Short journeys by road or rail , vi sits

from friends ; with other Signs, some increase of fortune
may be expected .
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Mountain—This gives promise of the realisation of

a great ambition and of the influence ofpowerful fri ends ;
many mountains indicate obstructions and sometimes
powerful enemies rn your career.

Mounted Horseman.
—A sign of good friends, luck,

and advantageous offers.

Mouse—This invari ably indi cates that there is

need for a trap to be set ; it also gives warning that
domestic worries are to be expected .

Mufi .
~—This immies caprice and ostentation .

Mug.
—Thi s symbol predicts a merry meeting.

Mushroom—Thi s predicts that you wil l take a small
ri sk and achreve a great success ; to lovers, it fore

shows a quarrel and possibly a broken engagement .

Music Conductor.
—A good sign to a musician ; to

others it suggests that enthusiasm and good spirits

wi ll carry them through life very happily .

Mutton Chop.
—Fruitless discussion or indisposition

are the meanings of this Sign . See also Leg of Mutton.

Myrtle Tree—This speaks of affection and peace
a declaration of love , and a happy marriage .

Nai l . Toothache and painful dentistry are fore
shown by this Sign .

Names—To see the name of a person or place,

signifies events occurri ng in connection with such

person or place ; if good symbols appear, pleasant
happenings may be expected ; if gloomy signs, then
trouble will arise associated wi th the name seen.
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Narcissus —Thi s flower shows sentiment and coming
joy ; also that some new idea wi l l unfold itself to you

in the Spring and wi ll prove to be of much advantage

to you .

Native with Tom-Tom.

”—This foreshows news
of di sturbance in India or news of a personal nature

whichwi ll cause anxiety .

Necklace—A good present or money ; a broken
necklace Shows that you wil l break a bond which you
have grown to feel is unendurable.

Needles — These denote mi schi ef and deceit ; some
times disappointment in love .

Neptune
—This planetary symbol indicates a con

dition of chaos.

Nest—See Bird’s Nest, Eagle’s Nest.

Net.—Toil or anxiety followed by amazing achi eve

ment and good fortune.

Ninepins.
—These Show a mind determined to gain

success whatever the cost in drudgery .

Nose—A large nose denotes dissipation ; a crooked
one shows a wayward and untrustworthy character ;
a long,

thin nose implies that you change your ideas

on various subjects and alter your mode of life in
accordance wi th your new ideas.

Nosegay.
—See Bouquet.

Notice-Board.
—Your attention will be called to

some fact which it wil l be to your advantage to

learn .

Numbers.
—These are frequently found in the tea

leaves, andmust be read in conjunction with surround
ing symbols. If the consu ltant has a lucky number , and
this appears with good signs, it promisesmuch success.
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An unluckynumber with gloomy signs predi cts mis
fortune . A "ourney with a five near obviously points
out that it wil l be taken in five days, or weeks, and
so on. Ten dots, close together, means ten pounds

or shill ings, according to the size and number of the
dots. Numbers with the symbol of a legacy Show
the amount to be expected .

Nun—Thi s is a Sign that you wil l probably remain

unmarried through your own choice ; to the married
rt irnplies unjust suspicion .

Nurse.
—A nurse in uniform usually foretells illness

for yourself or for someone dear to you .

Nut-Crackers.
—This portends that you will strive

to solve a di fficu lt problem, the result of whi ch is of

much importance to you .

Nuts.
—Gratified ambition and wealth are indi cated

by nuts.

Oak Tree—Thi s is a good omen of wealth, strength,

and attainment of cherished hopes ; for a lover, it

predicts happiness and prosperi ty in marriage .

Oar.
—Sport ; amusements ; a broken oar denotes

recklessness for which you wi ll pay dearly ; for a

lover or husband , this means affliction .

Obelisk.
—Thi s foreshows honour and weal th.

Oil-Can.
—Work and worry are foretold by this Sign.

Onions—You may expect that something which

you supposed was a secret wi l l be di scovered , possibly
through treacherous friends.

Opera-Glasses.
—You are in danger of losing

, the
confidence of your friends because of your inquisrtrve
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Orchids.
—These give a pleasing assurance of coming

good fortune and a life of ease and wealth.

Organ
—Thi smust be read in connection wi th other

signs around it ; sometimes it means a wedding, death,

or real ised ambition ; to a musician , it is a good omen
of achievement . See also Barrel Organ.

Ostrich.
—This symbol points to achi evement in

creative work ; if runni ng , you may look for startling
news and rumours of public upheavals.

Otter.
—You must expect to receive a disagreeable

shock through some unpleasant spite on the part of

those of whom you have always thought well , and

regarded as loyal and affectionate fri ends.

Overcoat—You may expect to have changes in your
life and become of much importance.

OWL—A bad omen of il lness, misfortune , and pov

erty ; if flying, you wi ll receive tidings of gri ef ; to lovers
this bird is a symbol of bad news or unpleasant rumours ;
to those who are contemplating newwork or enterprise

the owl Shoul d be regarded as a warning to proceed
wi th caution .

Ore—An ox in his stall implies hospitali ty , domestic
peace and abundance .

Oysters
—These are a sign of enjoyment and expen

sive tastes, also that you wil l appreciate the pleasures
of life more in your later years than in your youthfu l
days.

Padlock.
—An open padlock means a surprise ; a

closed one , a need for precaution .

Pagoda.
—Foreign travels .
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PaiL—You wi ll be called upon to undertake a variety
of things which you dislike .

Pails on Yoke.
—In the future you may hope for

compensation for past trials and weariness.

Palace—This portends good fortune and favours.

Palette.
—A hopeful Sign of success to an artist or

to those associated with one ; to others, it suggests

a need for deliberation and advice before embarking
upon a newwork or enterprise .

PalmTree—This is a symbol of honour, fame , and
victory ; increase of wealth, love , and marriage .

Pampas Grass—Thi s is a Sign that you will make
a pathetic endeavour to find happ iness in a life which
is cast in a somewhat dreary lot .

Pan and His Pipes
—A most cheering symbol whi ch

gives an assurance of happiness, future prosperi ty, and

delight .

Pansy.
—Thi s flower is a symbol of understanding,

modesty , and contentment ; i t i s also a pleasant indi

cation of fai thful friends and happy days.

Panther.
—You may expect to be shocked at the

treacherous behaviour of a fri end whom you had

always regarded as honourable .

Paradise —See Bird of Paradise.

Paral lel Lines.
—These predi ct well-thought-out and

smoothly running plans.

Parcels — These are shown by thick, square or round

leaves.

Parrot—This rs a sign of foreign travel , the making
of many fri ends, and much mental energy sometimes
it gives a hint that there is an inclination to gossip
and Spread scandal .
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Parsley.
—Small events wi ll bring you satisfaction.

Peacock—A sign of the acqui sition of propert y
a prosperous and happy marriage ; with other signs.
an unfortunate fri endship .

Peaked Cap.
—The arrival of a male visitor.

Pears—Improved social condi tion and other advan

tages ; thi s frui t brings success to a business man
and to a woman a ri ch husband ; one pear signifies

a birth or new plans.

Pedestrian.
—An important appointment or urgent

business .

Pelican—This bird rs a symbol of loneliness, separa
tion , and yearn ing for the unattainable ; if it is flying
you wi ll receive news from those who are far away
in isolated parts of the world .

Pea —See Qui ll Pen.

Penguin.
—This strange bird indicates interesting

news of expedi tions and di scoveries in the northern

regions.

Penknife.
—This is an unfortunate symbol of enmity ,

disloyal ty , and jealousy .

Peonies.
—You wil l probably be called upon to

make a decision of much importance before another

summer is past ; broken peonies predict that you

may possibly throw away your chance of happiness

by coming to a wrong conclusion .

Pepper
-Pot.—Thismeans vexation and unreasonable

irritation which you will endeavour to conceal .

Perambulator.—News of a birth.

Pestle.
—A sign of decisive measures ; a remedy for

a grievance or an ill .
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Query.
—Thi s shows doubt , indecision ; if this Sign

were seen wi th a letter the doubt would be with regard
to some correspondence ; if with a journey , uncertainty
about it ; and so on .

Quil l Pen.
—This shows that you may expect , before

long, to Sign your mai den name for the last tirne

in a marri age regi ster ; with other signs, a legal
document .

Quoits.
—This Sign indicates a journey to the country

on pleasure.

Rabbit—An indi cation of illness for a chi ld ; a

dead rabbitmeans domestic duties whi chwi ll bore you ,

sometimes financial worry ; several rabbits suggest

that you must depend upon your own efforts for your

amusements and must be content with simple ones ;

a rabbit on i ts hind legs predicts that a new plan or

idea will bring you grea t success .

Rag Doll .
—Thi s implies a simplicity that sometimes

verges on folly .

Railway Signal .
—This symbol may be seen at

danger or all clear .

”
Its meaningmust be read in

accordance with other signs.

Ram.
—An unpleasant person whom you would do

well to avoid is indicated by thi s Sign.

Rake—This implement denotes a persevering nature
which Should bring you a liberal measure of success

in whatever you undertake ; it al so indi cates luck

in Specul ation.

Rat—Treachery and other impending troubles, are
foreshown by this unpleasant symbol .
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Raven.
—This bird i s an omen of gloom and despond

ency, disappointment in love , separation , fai lure in

work ; it is also a symbol of dea th for the aged.

Razor.—Quarrels, al so a warning against interference
in other peop le

’
s affairs ; to lovers this Sign foretells

disagreement and separation .

Red-Hot Poker. This flower suggests that you

are likely to bring yourself within the range of unpleas
ant cri ticismby your flauntingmanner.

Reptile
—This is a bad omen of coming misfortune ,

treachery , or i llness.

Rhinoceros—This animal denotes a risky proceeding
into which you plunge wi thout hesitation , although

your friends and relations wi ll try to persuade you

to give up your scheme , but your indiflerenoe to the
Opinion of others prevents any chance of their being
successful .

Rider.—This brings good news from overseas of
business and financial affairs.

Rifle—Strife and cal amity are shown by this Sign .

Ring
—With dots around , a contract or a business

transaction ; with the figures of a man and woman ,

an engagement or wedding is foretold .

Riven—A sign of trouble and perplexity , sometimes
il lness and bereavement .

Robin.
—A symbol of much good fortune , loyal

fri ends, and happiness in love .

Rocket—This foretells joy and gladness at some
event about to happen .

Rocking Chain—This indicates contemplation of

a new idea or scheme about which you are somewhat
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RockingHorse
—Happy associationswill be renewed ;

pleasure with children .

Rocks—These prepare you for al arms and agi tation ,

but if good Signs appear , you will eventually find a

smooth path through your life .

Rol ler.
—See Garden Roller.

Roll ing Pin.
—This is an indication that you

‘

wil l
be capable of smoothing out your di ffi cul ties and

will usual ly find an easy path in which to tread .

Rose—A token of good fortune , joy , and love.

Rosemary.
—Memories of the past wi ll mar your

future .

Running Figures —You may expect an emergency
in whi ch you wi ll need to have al l your wits about
you ; sometimes this signifies urgent messages.

Sack—This predi cts an unlocked-for event which
will turn out to be most fortunate .

Saddle —The successful solving of a troublesome
matter is the meaning of this Sign .

Sailor.
—You may expect news from overseas of an

interesting nature .

Salmon Jumping in a POOL—This is a fortunate

Sign of propitious news which wil l mean a great deal

to you .

Sandwich Mam—After a time of irksome tasks

and pecuniary worry , you wil l be rewarded by a time
of ease and wealth.
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Saucepan .
—This is an indication thatmany troubles

wi ll befall you , and your courage wi ll be tested in

Sausages.
—These show complaints or amiction .

Sam—Interference which wi l l bring a good deal of

trouble upon you , is signified by a saw.

Scafiold.
—This signifies that you wi l l enter into

a rash speculation .

Scal es—This symbol stands for legal proceedings.

Scarecrow.
—Thi s warns you to avoid interferi ng

in the private affairs of others , or you may find that
you wil l receive the cold shoul der from them.

Sceptre
—This rs a fortunate sign of di stinction and

Scimitar.—You wi ll hear of murders, horri ble
treachery , and riots.

Scissors—An unlucky Sign of fri ction between
fri ends ; di sputing and disagreeableness wi th married
couples ; quarrels between lovers ; trouble in busi
ness.

Scoop.
—See Coal Scoop.

Screw.
—With a li ttle ingenuity and perseverance,

you wil l arrive at that for whi ch you aim.

Screw-Spanner.
-Troublesome affairs and vexations

are before you .

Scuttle—See Coal Scuttle.

Scythe
—This Sign foreshows gri ef and pain.

SeagulL
—A Sign of storms ; if flying, news from

Seakal e—A satisfactory conclusion to a vexed

question is themeaning of thi s symbol .
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Seal—An indication that a considerable amount
of patience wi ll be necessary before your hopes are

real ised , but eventually you wi ll gain success and
wealth.

Sealing-Wax—Theoretically you are wise, but you
seldom bring yourwisdom to bear on practical matters.

See-Saw.
—Unless you endeavour to become more

decisive and reliable, you wi l l lose any good oppor

tuni ties whichmay come yourway .

Seaweed.
—This denotes a joy in the past of which

Shamrock.
—A Sign of good luck.

Shark.
—An ominous Sign of death.

Shaving
-Brush.

—This Sign suggests that you are

apt to turnmolehills intomountains.

Sheep
—To landowners or those engaged in any

agri cu ltural pursuits sheep are an omen of success

and prosperous dea ling to others this Sign implies
that they wi ll receive assistance from unexpected
quarters .

Shell .—Good luck from an unexpected source

with other signs, a visit to the seaside.

Shepherd.
—The appearance of thi s symbol warns

you against taking unnecessary ri sksm all matters.

Ship.
—News fromdi stant lands a successful "ourney ;

Shirt—This Sign is considered an omen of good

fortune .

Shoes—These indicate Speedy new arrangements
which are likely to turn out extremely well .

Shrimping Net—Pleasures and amusements, uncon
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Shutters. -This Sign proclaims the fact that there
is need for secrecy , and that there may be things in
your life of which you trust nothing wi ll be known .

Sickle —A Sign that you will experience sorrow and

pain through the callous behaviour of someone you love.

Signpost
—This symbol must be read in conjunction

with surrounding symbols; it usually emphasises
the importance of other signs ; a broken Signpost

indicates that you take a wrong turning in your life
and afterwards have much cause to regret it .

Skeleton.
—This implies a feeling of disgust at some

information which is told to you and which you are

asked not to reveal .

Skipping Rope
—Pleasure with children and pcpu

lari ty with them.

Sleigh.
—A spell of cold weather ; an interesting

event or piece of news to be expected in the winter.

Slug.
—Petty annoyances ; bad weather.

SnaiL—Thi s is a Sign of infidelity ; several snai ls,
that mi schief is going on around you of which you

Snake—This is an unpleasant Sign of treachery ,

di sloyalty , and hidden danger, sometimes caused by

those whom you least suspect ; if its head is rai sed ,

injury by the malice of a man is predi cted ; it is also

an indication ofmisfortune and illness.

Snipe
—This bird signifies the di scovery of a useful

fact ; if flying, hasty news of a grea t friend .

Snowd mps -These are a symbol of youth and

innocence ,
this Sign may point to some event affecting

ou and yours whi ch wil l probably take place about
February ; if Seen in a cross it would foreshow the

death of an infant or young child.
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Stork.
—In summer, this bird tells you to beware of

robbery or fraud ; in winter, prepare for bad weather
and a great misfortune ; a stork flying predi cts that

whilst you hesitate in coming to a decision , a profitable
chance is lost , the news of which wi l l Speedi ly reach

you .

Stove —This symbol calls attention to the fact

that trials and tri bulations await you .

Straw.
—A bundle of straw foretel ls gain through

industry .

Strawberries—Pleasure and the gratification of your

wishes are Shown by this fruit .

StrawHat—Modesty and Simple pleasures.

Street Lamp.
—Thi s is a Sign of a foolish desire to

draw atten tion to yourse lf.

Stud.
—See Collar Stud.

Stufied Birds.
—A di scovery that something upon

which you had set your heart proves unsatisfying.

Submarine .
—Swi ftly arri ving news or events ; some

times the di sclosure of a secret which wi ll be of much

personal value to you .

Sun.
—Thi s promises happiness , health, success in

love , prosperi ty , and the beneficial discovery of secrets.

Sun Bonnet—A Sign of originality , personal charm
and attraction , sometimes coquetry.

SundiaL—You are warned to take heed as to the
way in which you spend your time.

0

Sunflower.
—Thi s flower proclaims learning and a

satisfactory conclusion in matters which are most
interesting to you ; it also implies that you may rea

sonably expect a scheme to work out greatly to your
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Tea Cosy
—To the unmarried , this is a Sign that

they wi ll probably remain Single ; to the married,
affection and comfort ln the small things of life .

Tea-Cup and Saucer.
—Youmay expect tohear some

thing afmuch interest and pleasure in your fortune .

”

Teeth.
—These call attention to the fact that probably

a vi sit to the dentist is required .

Telegraph Post
—Hasty news by telephone or tele

gram.

Telegraph Wires—You wi ll transact important
business by telephone or telegram.

Telephone
—You wi ll be put to considerable incon

venience through forgetfulness.

Telescope.
—Thi s predicts the probabili ty of trouble

wi th your eyesight.

Tennis Net. —This Shows pleasures and social enter

tainments.

Tent. —A symbol of travel .

Thimble—For a girl , thi s symbol implies that She

will probably never marry ; to the married, it predicts
changes in the household .

Thistle—This is a pleasant Sign of strength, endur
ance, and affection ; it also Shows a desire to remove

obstacles from the path of those who are in difficul ties.

Throne—An empty throne denotes public misfor
tune . See also King on Throne .

Thumb.
—A large and powerful thumb foretells an

opportunity in whi ch you prove yourself superi or

to those who hitherto somewhat despised you .

Tiger.
—You will be placed in a perilous position

possibly through the bad behaviour or folly of those

who Should protect you .
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Timber.
—c s of timber are a Sign of well-being

and prosperity in your affairs.

Tin Tacks—An agreement about to be satisfactorily

Toad.
—You may expect deceit and the discovery

of disagreeable facts ; this Sign Should caution you to

be on your guard , for malicious talking causes much
discomfort and may separate the best of fri ends.

ToadstooL—You are warned against maldng rash

and unguarded statements, a bad habit of gossiping
and encouraging scandal .

Tom-Tom.
—See Native with Tom-Tom.

Tomatoes Growing.
—An increase of worldly goods

is foreshown by thi s Sign .

Tombstone -This Signmust be judged in accordance
with other symbols around it .

Tongs
—A pair of firetongs indicates anxiety and

disturbance in the home.

Tongue
—This signifies that unless you amend you

wi l l make mischief by your indiscreet and unkind

words.

Tooth.
—One large tooth is a symbol ofbereavement.

TopiaryWork—Trees and hedges cut into the forms
of birds, anima ls , etc . , are often to be seen in the tea

leaves ; thi s Sign assures you of the fact that those

things forwhich you must wait longest are those which

Torch "Flaming"—This is a hopeful symbol that
some unexpected piece of good fortune wi l l come to

you ; it also indicates the discovery of an undeveloped

talent.
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Torpedo.
—Acts

.

of violence , di saster, or distressing
news are the meanings of this symbol .

Tortoise —This means that you attempt that of
which you have no knowledge .

Tower.
—This predicts an advantageous opportunity

through which j ou may ri se to a good position in

Toys
—Pleasure wi th chi ldren .

Train.
—Arri vals, removals, a journey .

Tram.
—A roadway journey on business or plea sure.

TramLine—Thi s is indicated by two thin , straight

lines which run near together up the Side of the

cup .

Trees.
—Good health and a pleasing assurance of

coming prosperi ty and happiness ; if surrounded by
dots an inheri tance of property in the country is fore

shown " See also Chestnut Tree, Christmas Tree, Elm
Tree , Oak Tree, YewTree.

Triangle
—A fortunate meeting, good luck ; some

times an unexpected legacy .

Trident—A hopeful Sign of honour and promoti on
to those in the Navy .

Triumphal Arch.
—This 1S a fortunate omen of your

future honour and high posi tion ; a decorated arch
foretel ls a wedding.

TroweL—This gardening implement foretells good
weather condi tions ; seen in the winter, it indicates
unusual mildness. See also Bricklayer’s Trowel .

Trousers.
—A pair of trousers foretells news of mis

fortune or sorrow for a man .

True Lover
’
sKnot—Thi s isahappy omen of faithful

ness rn love, and of enduring friendship.
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Trumpet—Thi s denotes good fortune to a musician ;
to others, entertainment , large assembli es of people,

public Speaking , sometimes the setting on foot of
new schemes.

Trunk—Arri vals and departures.

Tub.
—You have evi l to fear , is the meaning of this

sign.

Tulips
—A symbol of radiance , heal th, and constancy

in love and fri endship .

Tunnel .—Thi s suggests that you are likely to make
a wrong decision in an important matter.

Turkey.
—That you are in danger of commi tting

injuri ous follies is the meaning of thi s Sign.

Turnip.
—The discovery of secrets and domestic

quarrels are indi cated by thi s Sign .

Turmike—This implies that the reminiscenceswhich
you relate of the past are of more interest than your
topics of the present .

Turnstile—This is a Sign that you cleverly evade a

disagreeable incident or unpleasant di scussion without
offending anyone.

Turtle—This is Significant of wealth and luxury .

Twins—This is a symbol of sympathy and the

perfection of happiness ; wi th other signs, news of the

birth of twins.

Ugly Faces.
-These Show domestic quarrels or

unpleasant news.

Umbrella.
— If it is open , bad weather and grumbling

are foretold ; closed , a bit of bad luck which may
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Unicorn —This is an indi cation of scandal .

Una—A Sign of illness.

Vampire—Thi s brings a message of gloom and

sorrow, or also means that you await the expected
news of a death.

Van.
—Thi s Sign denotes an interesting experiment

in which you succeed .

Vanity Bag.
—A large circle of admi ri ng fri ends,

and much pleasure with them.

Vase—Thi s Sign brings you a promi se of good
health.

Vegetable Marrow.
—Thismeans sad news or mone

tary losses through bad crops, either at home or

Vegetables—These indicate toil , fol lowed by a

time of leisure and affluent circumstances.

Venus.
—This planet which is sometimes seen in

the tea-leaves, brings a message of peace or

placidi ty .

Vise—A carpenter
’
s vise signifies that you wi ll

need powerful assistance to extri cate you from the

p
ress in which you wi ll find yourself through your

olly .

Violets—Thi s is a symbol of high ideals and of

the finding of happiness in its ful lest sense ; several

violets assure you of coming joy ; if in the form of

a cross , death is predi cted .

Violin.
—A symbol of coming success to a musician,

and of pleasure and entertaM ent to others,
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Vulture—This bird is a forewarning of eyil and

unrest in various quarters of the globe ; it also means
a powerfu l enemy , sometimes death; if it flies, tragedy,

sorrow, and tears are predi cted .

Wading Boot.—Thi s is a warning to be cautious

in swimming or beating, or you may meet with an

accident ; with other signs it denotes a home by the

Waggon.
—Thi s implies a fortunate outlook and

changes for the better.

Walking Stick.
—The arrival of a male visitor.

WalL—A thick, high wall denotes many difficul ties
in your li fe, and that much courage wi lk be needed

to overcome them.

Wallflower.
—This Sign indicates the Serious con

sideration of a new plan .

Warming Pan .
-This is a Sign of comfort in small

things and domestic peace.

Wasps
—These insects are Significant"

‘

of di stress
mused by the sharp tongues of those around you .

Water.—This is usual ly recogni sed by a clear space

entirely free from tea-leaves at the bottom of the
cup .

Water Lily.
—This flower proclaims a declaration of

love .

Weasel .—This animal Shows cunning, and points

to the sly behaviour of someone with whom you asso

ciate , and of whom you feel no suspicion.
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Weathercock.
—This is a Sign that you feel incapable

of making up your mind defini tely on any matter
without first consul ting each one with whom you

come in contact , and in the end you settle upon an

entirely di fferent course of action .

Wedding Cake
—This proclaims a Speedy and pros

peronsmarriage.

Whale—A predi ction of personal danger which
may be averted if you are cautious.

Wheel . —This is symbolic of the wheel of fortune
and foreshows a prosperous career or an inheritance

of wealth; a broken wheel predicts a bad di sappoint
ment as to an expected increase of income or a

legacy .

Wheelbarrow.
—This sign foretells a visit to the

country or a pleasant renewal of fri endship with those
who live in it .

Whip.
—To a woman this Sign foretells vexation

and trials in her marriage ; for a man, it has much
the same meaning , and severe disappointment wi ll

befall him.

Wicket Gate—A smal l incident leads up to an

important future event .

Widow’s Bonnet—This Sign must be read in connec

tion with other symbols ; sometimes it foreshows grief
and mourning, or if dots are round it , that a sum of

money or a legacymay be expected from a widow.

Windmi l l .—A Sign that you may hope to succeed
in a doubtful enterprise .

Window.
—An open window shows that you are

regarded with favour by many ; a closed one means
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Besom, Ugly Faces—You wi ll make many enemies
bymischief-making.

Bonnet, A Bouquet—Marriage late in life.

Bride , A Crescent Moon, _
A Swal low.

—A journey
whi ch leads to a romantic love aflair.

Bride, Penknife, An OWL—Jealousy terminates an

unhappy engagement .

Cab A Square, A Cap
-A gloomy outlook brought

about by one of the opposite sex.

Camel "Laden", A Small T,
” A Comm—An unex

pected fortune through the death of someone abroad
whose name begins wi th T.

”

Chain "Entangled", Onion—You wi ll be placed in
an embarrassing position by the discovery of a secret .

fgill
hineseLantern,APairof Stilts—Pride bri ngs about

a

Clover, Plums , A Bridge—A new and excellent

opportuni tywi ll come yourway necessitating a journey .

Dafiodils, The Sun.
—A joyful occurrence in the

Doves, A Book, A Beehive—You wi l l advance

rapidly and become a well-known wri ter.

Duck, A Vegetable Marrow.
—Rash investments .

Eagle "Flying", A Steamer, A Tent, A Large E.

”

A .position of honour in Egypt .

Ear, A Beehive, A Trumpet—Fame as a public
Speaker.

Fate Line , A Sword
’

rn Its Sheath, The Sign ofMars,

A Chain.
-A happy fate awai ts you , and marriage

to a soldier who will rise to the top of the tree in his

profession.
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Frog, AFish, A Ship,A Large
“C.

” -Emigration
’

,
to

Goat, A Running Figure, A Lamb.
—There need be

no doubt as to the successful outcome of your venture.

Grasshoppers, A Sleigh, AWreathof Asters.
—Death

of an elderly fri end or relative in the winter.

Key, A Flaming Torch.
—Some di scovery or the

development of a patent leads to your becoming
famous.

King on His Throne, An Eagle in a Cage , AMace.

An important public ceremony in which you take

a part .

Ladder, Ring, AMan and aWoman.
—Marriage wi ll

be themeans of advancement and good fortune.

Ladder, A Palette—Attainment to a position of

honour as an artist.

Ladder, The Symb0 1 of Mars—A most fortunate
career as a soldier.

Lion, A Lute—Rising to the top of the tree, as a

musician , is assured by these symbols.

Lion, A Man Speaking from a Platform—Great
success in a public career and the attaining to an

influential posi tion .

Lion, AMan Beside a Pestle andMortar.
—Excel lent

prospects and fame as a doctor.

Lizard, A Peaked Cap.
—An expected visitor is not

to be trusted .

Mace , A Mal let—Through wisdom and clear judg
ment you will rise to a position of authority .

Man Carrying a Burden, APair of Scissors, AMush
room.

—Quarrels in an unhappy love affair ending rn

a broken engagement .
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Magnet, A Meat Coven—An unpleasant discovery
leads to the abrupt ending of an infatuation.

Nail , A Pair of Pincers—A visit to the dentist and
the removal of a tooth.

Notice-Board, A Leek, An Open Padlock.
—In a

surprising manner you wi ll get the information for

which you are seeking.

Onions, An Otter.
—Those in whomyou trusted have

betrayed your confidence and divulged a secret .

Owl , A Pail.—Loss of income will necessitate your
undertaking distasteful work.

Pagoda , A PalmTree, Water.
—A voyage to a warm

climate under very happy conditions.

Pestle andMortar,AWalking Stick
—Illness and the

arrival of the doctor.

Pulpit, Opera Glasses.
—Those who weary others by

undue curiosity will always remain in ignorance.

Query, A Letter, Initial
“B,” A Grave Stone

You wil l be consul ted as to the erecting of a headstone

on the grave of a relative or friend .

Quill Pen, Lilies of the Valley, An Organ—Great

Rabbit, An Arrow, A Large Letter
“L,

” A Dagger.

News of severe il lness and a probable operation for

a child who lives in London .

Rhinoceros, An Overcoat, A Steamer, ALarge Letter
“I.”—The undertaking of a somewhat hazardous

enterprise necessitates a voyage to India ; through
this much wi l l happen which wi ll eventual ly lead to

Rocket, A Pear, A Snowdrop.
—News of a birth of

which youmay expect to hear in February.
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Vegetable Marrow, A Steamer, Native with Tom
Tom,

” A Broken Pillar.
—Distressing news of mis

fortune for someone dear to you in India .

Violet, A Water Lily, A Robin, A Crescent Moon,

A Ring.
—A romantic love affair whi ch ends in a happy

marriage taking place in the early spring.

Wading Boot, The Sign of Neptune, Several Pen

guins, A Mast—News of a disaster in the North Sea .

Widow’s Bonnet, A Pig, ADotted Circle , The Figures—A small legacy of a hundred pounds may

Woodpecker, Trees, ARose, AMam—A prospective
visit to the country in the summer, when youwi ll meet
with someone who wi ll become very dear to you.

YewTree , An Open Padlock, AWallflower, A Pine
apple
—A new plan of life is made necessary as the

res ul t of an unexpected inheritance ofmuchwealth.



SOME EXAMPLE CUPS WITH THEIR
INTERPRETATIONS

The following twenty i llustrations are photographs

of cupswhich on various occasions have been turned by
consul tants and interpreted by a seer. The student

will find these ofmuch practical value rn learning what
symbols to look for, and how to discern them clearly
as the cup is turned about m the hand .

The divination of each cup should be carefu lly studied

with its illustration ; by this means the student wil l
be enabled to grasp the principles upon which to form
a judgment of the cup as a whole.

Having mastered thi s, the knowledge gained can

be supplemented by reference to the alphabetical
Dictionary of Symbols and Their Meanings in the

previous chapter.

To study the illustrations and their descriptions

correctly , the former must be turned about and about
until each symbol has been identified .
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INTERPRETATION

FIGURE I

The most noticeable feature of thi s cup is the clear

evidence given that the chief interests of the consultant
are bound up in some man in India . That there is

delay rn receiving important news from him is shown
by the symbol of the pigeon on the stone immediately
beneath the handl e. But that most favourable news
may be expected later is certain , for the figure of a

man upon an elephant with a pineapple beyond gives
proof of this. The natives with the large P in con

junction Show that the Punjaub is indi cated , and this

is further emphasised by the Sign-post which points

towards these symbols. The child
’
s toys Show the

consul tant
’
s association and happiness with chi ldren .

The figure of the woman seated on the edge of a rock

with its curious peak behind her, and the seagul l below,

suggest that storms at sea will cause di stress to some
woman known to the consultant . The small figure

close to this symbol , points out that it is likely
to be eleven days before there is hope of the anxiety
being relieved.
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FIGURE I
PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS

On sides . Natives on post . Large letter P.

Child
’
s toys. Woman with upl ifted hands on curious

shaped rock. Small numeral 11 above. Seagull

perched on small rock beneath.

In centre—Pigeon standing on large stone ,man in sun
helmet on elephant . Sign

-
post pointing to letter P.

”

Near rim and handle—A pineapple on dish.
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INTERPRETATION

Fromm II

This cup Shows that a variety of events may be
expected , wi th a fair proportion of pleasure and success
to be anticipated from them.

The finger beyond the handl e pointing to the ark
indicates that in all trials the consultant wi ll find a

refuge. The hanging lamp is al so a guarantee of

coming success, and prosperous undertakings, in some
newplan which rs under consideration.

The clouds , the symbol of the goat beyond which
is facing into the open gateway , signify that an advan
tageous opportuni ty , toto which a certain amount of
risk rs attached , awai ts the consul tant ; the prominent
figurehead upon the stone pil lar gives assurance that

al l wil l turn out well , and that there is no need for
hesitation in embarking upon this new opportunity ;
that it wi ll necessitate a removal is shown by the

buildings beyond . The quil l pen and dots point to

the fact that some legal business will be transacted
over money affairs .

The dove-cot in the centre , with the formof awidow
wi th dots around , signifies that a benefit to the home
may be expected in the future, through a widow. The

clergyman in conjunction, holding a paper , shows
that the benefit wi ll probably come about through a

reconciliation . The bank of clouds behind the ferry
boat shows that some trouble , to be expected in the
future , wil l be lightened by the help of good friends.

Whi lst the bird stationary upon the piece of wood ,
at some distance from the consul tant , and in conjunc
tion wi th the letter L,

” means uncertainty as to

some desired information , which should come from
someone whose name beginswith L.

”
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FIGURE III

The cat with dots around being near the handle
indicates financial worry in the home. The bone
beyond shows that the misfortunes wi ll be met wi th
courage , and eventually overcome . The cockatoo ,

wi th the cauliflower appeari ng on the opposite Side,
signifies that an unreliable friend wil l cause the con

sultant a little uneasiness, and as a smal l symbol of a

fri end may be expected .

The pear may be linked to the symbol of the font
in the centre of the cup , showing that the consultant

may expect news of a birth ; the carving indicates
that the news will give much satisfaction ; the wine
cup , wi th the leg in conjunction , points out that the
ambitions of the consultant wi ll certainly be real ised

in the future . That a certain amount of waiting
will

d

l

l

re necessary is Shown by the distance from the
ban e .

The motor boat , and monument in the centre, fore
tell the successful outcome of a new venture , which at

present is unthought-of. The rocks show that a certain
amount of mental agi tation is aroused by the setting
out on this undertaking, but, with the reassuring
symbols in this cup, no alarm is necessary.
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FIGURE III
PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS

On side under handle.
-Cat. Scattered dots.

On side.
-Bone. Cockatoo upon a stump of wood.

Smal l symbol of a leg. Wine-cup held rn hand. Smal l

On circle under handle—Curi ous Shaped rocks.

On circle beyond
-Monument .

In centre—Motor boat. Font. Carved figures.
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INTERPRETATION

FIGURE IV

The symbol of the seal being directly under the

handle , wi th the large arch and carving beyond , Show
that the consul tant will soon enjoy the fulfilment of
a long desired hope ; everything is going smoothly ,

and wi ll turn out as desired . The only obstacle is
seen in the symbol of the weasel , whi ch appears beyond
the seal , pointing to the fact that the consul tant has

someone who is not to be trusted in the home , but this

wi l l not result in anything serious.

The figures of the two women opposite the handle

Show the arrival of friends to the house , bringing
presents with them. The inkpot , pen , and numeral

with the bird’s nest in connection , Show that

happy news, as the resul t of personal effort on the part

of the consul tant , may be looked for within seven

days

The rock.motor, andwavy linesbeing rn conjunction,

warn the consultant of some forthcoming vexation , and

possibly alarm, in connection with a motor expedi tion,

but the episode is in the distance , and wi l l not be
more than a passing cloud .

The Slug, at the bottom of the cup , predicts a future
disturbance with someone , but the matter will be
trifling. The large symbol of the king and queen upon

the throne , opposi te the handle , foretells a future

of honour and wea lth, and the assurance of every
happiness for thi s fortunate consultant.
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INTERPRETATION

FIGURE V

caused b someone whose name begins with J .

”

The n cc and jewellery beyond , with scattered dots
around, give a cheerful assurance to the consultant
of coming prosperity . This is further emphasised by
the circle of dots above the letter C in the centre .

AS the ini tial is large, it probably indicates the name
of the place from which the source of wealth may
be anticipated ; and that much happiness will come to
the consultant in the future, is shown by the dancing
figure and carved figures being in conjunction.

The small basket , the sausage, and roll of bread ,

with the query and 2 beyond , all point to the fact

that the consultant wi ll have little complaints and

grumbles to put up with, and there will be some doubt
as to which of two people is most to blame. But it

will be only a small ripple upon the otherwise smooth
surface of the consul tant

’
s outlook.
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FIGURE V
PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS

s—Large rocks. Letter J in conjunction.

Necklace. Jewellery.

In centre—Large ornamental C . Circle of dots

above. Figure of girl dancing with arm uprai sed

beneath. Carved figures.

In centre near circle—Basket . Large sausage with

5
0 1]
f
f bread in conjunction. Smal l query . Numeral
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INTERPRETATION

FIGURE VI

ml 4 , beside the Shapeless leaves , and

the line leading from this to the flat rock beyond,
indica te that in about four days the consul tant may
expect to meet with obstacles in the way of some
prospective outing or pleasure , which wi l l probably
fall through.

The corkscrew, with the letter C in conjunction,

signifies vexatious curiosity as to the consultant
'

s

pri vate concerns, on the part of persons whose names
begin with these initials. But that it is merely a

passing annoyance is shown by the symbol of the

arch, and dancing figures above it , and ,
with the fig

tree beyond ,
foretells the development of things most

wished for, and much future happiness and prosperity .

The anvi l in the centre , wi th the branches of a tree

in conjunction , suggests that it will be largely owing
to the consultant

’
s energy that this hopeful outlook

in the futuremay safely be predicted.
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INTERPRETATION

FIGURE VII

Although the small symbol of the dagger points

towards the consul tant , it would not in this case predict
a personal danger, as there are no further Signs of

illness or misfortune. So that it may safely be taken

to mean that the consul tant wil l Shortly be going to
see a friend who has had an operation ; thi s fact is

borne out by the short dotted line beyond , leading
to the door knocker, under which is written the word
in .

99

The numeral 7 coming at the end of the dotted

line would Show that it wi ll probably be seven weeks
before this fri end recovers from the illness. This

fri end
’
s name is shown to begin with L,

”
as that

letter is also near the end of the lines.

The more di stant signs of a brooch and a cabinet
beyond both foretell the unexpected development of

good fortune. If the consultant ismarried , the thimble
in the centre would Show future changes in the house

hold ; that they wi ll be advantageous is shown by the

f

l

ar
ge feather which gives assurance of a prosperous

ture.

That this may come about through a friend
, or

lover, is Shown by the cigar, and is further emphasised
by the large dots beside it .

A warning against extravagance , however, is given
to the consultant by the crinoline, which appears

amidst these signs of future wealth.
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FIGURE VII
PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS

Near rim—Small dagger. Short dotted l ine leading
to door knocker , with in written beneath. Numeral

Letter
“
L.

”
Dots.

On sides near circle —Group of dots and small sym
bols Showing presents . Brooch. Cabinet .

In centre—Crinol ine . Large feather . Smal l cigar.

Thimble .
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INTERPRETATION

FIGURE VIII

The only prospects is
Shown by the symbol of the organ , and acorn, upon

the d rcle at the bottom of the cup , the position of

these signs showing that hope will not be realised for

some time.

But these symbols make the predicti on of ultimate
success a safe one. Should the consultant be a musi
dan, tri umph 1n the profession would be assured .

The coal scoop and beetle are Significant of domestic
worries and household mrcs. But the tea cosy in the
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INTERPRETATION

FIGURE IX

This cup would be singularly di sappointing from the

consul tant
’
s point of view, as it is devoid of ind dent .

The large Spray of thistle on the rim indicates an

unselfish life of endurance. For the present , there

is no Sign of a more eventful existence .

The dust-pan , brush, and cluster, in the centre, point
to future domestic vexations , but the large spray
of iri s beside it promises a pleasure which will far
outbalance the trifling disturbance.
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FIGURE IX

PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS

149
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INTERPRETATION

FIGURE X

indications of pleasure and sod al enjoyment . These

being Shown by the cake and butterfly , while the
orchid in conjunction predicts that the consul tant

’
s

personal charm and power of attraction wi ll resul t
in a future of wealth and sod al di stinction.

The pillar, near the rim and handle, gives a pleasing
assurance of security and loyal fri ends. The bird
flying fromthe ca ge brings joyful news, that something
which has been an obstacle in the way of the con

sul tant
’
s desires is about to be removed , and much

future happiness may be looked for.

The figure of the man fishing from a rock foreshows
the arrival of a vi sitor, who wil l have some pleasant

The toque opposite the handle, but at the bottom
of the cup , gives further evidence of the good luck
coming to this fortunate consul tant .
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INTERPRETATION

FIGURE XI

This cup indicates that the consultant is apt to
be ruffled by trifles and to become upset by anything
unexpected . A S , for instance , in the case of the arri val

of visitors , Shown by the mass of leaves and chair.

The query beside it Shows the indecision of the consult
ant

’
s mind as to necessary arrangements. The boots

on the opposite side denote that lack of income wi ll
not trouble the consul tant .

But that there is some misfortune or hindrance in
the future is shown by the symbol of the broken cross

in the bottom of the cup ; the head and Shoulders of

the woman beside it suggest that this trouble wi ll
be caused by a woman . Compensation wil l be found
in the happy love affair, which is clearly predicted
by the cherries , the figures of the man and woman
ernbradng, and the man

’
s hat and pipe .

Large dots signify that wealth wi l l be added to

happiness. This event must not be expected for some
months, as the symbols are in the bottom of the cup.

The letter N with the dots and sma ll tree beyond
Show an immediate pleasant happening , in connection

wi th a person whose name begins wi th that letter.
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FIGURE XI
PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS

Near rim—Mass of leaves. Stones.

On sides .

—Chair. Query. Two boots.

On circle—Figure of man and woman embracing.

Small bunch of cherries beneath. Several dots. Man
’
s

hat and pipe in conjunction .

In centre—Broken cross. Head and shoul ders of

woman .

hand —Letter N . Small tree be ond.
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INTERPRETATION

FIGURE X II

The present condi tions of this consultant not

cheering. The large cloud , associated wi th dots, the
small dog on the opposite side , and the policeman
beyond , all point to grievous money worries, possibly
caused by dishonesty .

The somewhat indi stinct axe implies a brave eflort
to overcome , and final mastery of, some of the difli

cul ties.

However , the future has more pleasant prospects,

and may be looked forward to wi thhope . The symbols
of the clover and cherri es, give assurance of this.

The spray of ivy speaks of the patience with which
the present trials are borne , also that true friends are

a source of comfort to the consultant.
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INTERPRETATION

FIGURE XIII

The consultant who has turned thrs cup must
be prepared for delays, and must not expect real
happiness unti l rather late in li fe , this being Shown
by the bonnet and strings on the Side of the cup .

The small symbol of birds on a perch gives further
evi dence that having to wait is a feature of the con

sultant
’
s lot . The rock and pipe beyond Show some

di smay with regard to a dear friend .

The large spray ofmistletoe and holly at the bottom
of the cup ,

with the letters F and L
”

in con

junction , implies that some event of importance to

the consultant , in connection wi th personswhose names
begin with these initial letters, will occur in the winter.

If the cup has been turned during the autumn
or winter, probably a year will pass before the event

takes place , as the mistletoe indicates delay . But

this consultant is prepared to hear the truth, and faces
it cahnly , even if it is a li ttle unpleasant ; the symbol
of
1

t

l

he woman looking into the glass brings this fact
to

'

ght .

The child playing with its toys foreshows future
pleasant plans which will result in tranqui llity and

satisfaction.
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FIGURE XIII

PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS

On sides—Bonnet and strings. Birds on perch.

Pieces of rock. A pipe .

On circle—Chi ld with toys.

Centre—Large Sprays ofmistletoe and holly . Letters

F and L.

" Figure of woman looking in glass.
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INTERPRETATION

FIGURE XIV

This cup was turned by a well-known authoress.

Its sinister appearance is accounted for by the fact

that at the time of turning the cup , she was errang
ing mentally a murder plot for the book she was then

The symbols speak for themselves and need no

exp lanation .

It is amost interesting spedmen , as being absolutely
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INTERPRETATION

FIGURE XV

The consultantwho turned thi s cupwas sorrowful
and had either just passed through a bereavement ,
or such wi l l take place in the immediate future. The
rough cross and the grave near the handle point to

this. The bed , wi th the figure of the woman in nurse
’
s

cloak near it tel ls of serious illness in the home . But

this is a future trouble , as the symbols appear at some
di stance from the handl e . The saucepan also bears
witness to the general gloom.

The ivy leaves beyond the rough cross Show the

patience with which the consultant bears the trials ;
also that good and loyal friends wi ll be a source of

comfort .

The smal l bit of wood and the closed book are sym
bols of hope , and assure this sad consul tant that the

expected improvement in affairswill certainly take place
and wi ll relieve some of the present anxieties .

This is the most that can be foretold of the future ,
for there are no Signs of pleasant events or definite
changes. Indeed ,

the symbol of the leaf of bread
in the centre of the cup shows that monotony and
ordinary routine are all that can be predicted

y
from

the divination.
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FIGURE XV

PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS

Near rim—Rough cross. Ivy leaves beyond. Large

On sides—Log of wood. Bed . Figure of a woman
in nurse

’
s cloak beside it . Grave, with small cross.

In centre—Loaf of bread. Small symbol of a
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INTERPRETATION

FIGURE XVI

cup gives an impression of a somewhat unde
veloped character which is further brought into notice
by the stump of a tree on the d rcle ; the hen on a

nest , near the handle, points to a home life of comfort
and affection.

The egg in the cup , and the duck, Show that a ri sk
of threatened di saster, as a result of rash speculation

wi ll be averted , andwith the symbol of the three boots,
fortunate prospects , and the guarantee of hope fulfil led,
may safely be predicted for the future.
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INTERPRETATION

FIGURE XVII

The figure of the child, with its toys beyond, implies
that new plans, to be niade very soon, will be most
benefidal , and wi ll bring much pleasure to the con

sultant . But as the sausages and snail are not far
distant , there is likely to be amarring of the pleasant

the part of someone with whom the consultant is
closely
The bellows beyond suggest that the matter is

treated with as much philosophy as possible, and
with a resolve to make the best of a bad business ;
the ham also, being in conjunction , it is evident that

and the large letter M beyond , prepare the con

sultant for startling news, the result of which will
be of great importance. The news wi ll come from
a place beginning with the letter M . There IS no

doubt that thematterwi ll turn out admirably and bring
about many advantages, as shown by the spreading
branches of the tree ; while the grapes beneath promise

The large boot-tree and latch-key on the circle

beneath the handle predict a fortunate and unexpected
gain in the near future. This consultant may look
forward with confidence to the pleasureswhich fate has
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FIGURE XVII

PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS

On sides—Child seated . Toys beyond. Sausages

Snail . Ham. Bellows.

In centre—Sign post. Running figure beside it.

Large letter M in conjunction .

On circle—Tree with Spreading branches. Bunch
of grapes beneath. Large boot-tree. Latch-key.
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INTERPRETATION

FIGURE XVIII

The shadow beneath the haycock Shows that the
consul tant wi ll soon be placed in a somewhat trying
position and wi ll have considerable difli cul ty in finding
a way out of it .

The future is ful l of promise and there can be little

doubt that the consultant will enjoy the pleasures
of prosperity .

A journey to a cold climate to be taken later will
result in very propitious news as shown by the symbol
of the pheasant .
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INTERPRETATION

FIGURE XIX

The doll on the Side, with the small symbol of a
toadstool beside it , gives a warning tothe consu ltant

against folly and a bad habit of gossiping when feeling
bored in society . The stuffed head of the deer, m
this msc , shows that much distress is mused by the

unguarded talk, and the consultant certainly mnnot
be described as an innocent muse .

The various smttered Shapeless leaves point to

confusion , and a somewhat happy
-
go-lucky nature.

The spray of poppies on the d rcle beneath the handle
foreshows that a pleasant experi ence may be expected
in the summer.

The broken gate, with the cross above it , denotes
that a new opportuni ty which awai ts the consul tant at
a future date , will cc ind de with a time of perplexity
and trouble , which fact is further borne out by the

running figure below. This being in conjunction
with a large letter Y,

’
implies that the disturbance

wi ll arise in connection with a place. the name ofwhich
begins wi th Y.
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FIGURE XIX
PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS

On sides—Small symbol of a toadstool .
Head of a stufled deer.

Near rim—Many Shapeless leaves.

On circle—Spray of poppies.

In centre—Broken gate with cross above it. Large
Y.

”
Running figure.
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INTERPRETATION

FIGURE XX

This cup Shows confusion and that the consul tant
was in a state ofmental turmoil at the time of turning

”

it . But in spite of this drawback there are some
interesting facts to be found .

The dotted circles and large ornamental arch point
to a most hopeful outlook and to the successful devel
opment of some desire at present unattainable .

The vari ous initials and small numerals smttered
about Show correspondence as to plans and fixing of

dates. The bush apple tree Speaks of some pleasure
whichmay be looked forward to in the summer.

The dancing figures predict much future happiness
the numerous changes whi ch are likely to come about
will al l tend to success and the gratifying of the con

sul tant
’
s wishes. And what more cheerful outlook

than thismn be desired?
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CONCLUDING NOTE

It may be safely promised to those who follow the

simple instructions given in this book that within
a short time they wi ll find themselves end rcled by
a halo of popularity . For few things provide a more
certain guarantee of this pleasant condition than

that of being able to tel l fortunes.

”
Divination

by tea
-leaves wi ll bring to those who study it deeply

a fund of knowledge beyond the radius of normal

For those who use it as ameans of amusement only ,

it wi ll give p leasure which is dependent upon nothing
more difi cult to obtain than a cup of tea " With
this recommendation I wi l l leave these pages, in the

Sincere hope that this li ttle book may be of real value
to those who desire to be initiated into the fasd nating
art of reading the future in a tea—cup.


